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Abstract
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder characterised by cognitive impairment and numerous pa-
thologies, including β-amyloid (Aβ) and Tau proteopathies, altered immune responses, and brain atrophy. Despite hundreds 
of years of investigations into its underlying pathogenesis, the aetiology of AD is not clearly understood. AD diagnostic criteria 
are not effective at identifying pre-clinical patients and current AD treatments cannot postpone or reverse disease progression. 
The development of non-human primate (NHP) models of AD is urgently required due to their close phylogenetic relation-
ship to humans, similar neuroanatomy, comparable genetics, and high complexity of high-order cognitive functions, making 
them a better model of AD than rodents. We compared and contrasted AD-associated pathological features and behavioural 
alterations manifested between naturally aged spontaneous and induced NHP models of AD. Induced models of AD can be 
established using injections of Aβ oligomers, brain homogenates, neurotoxins, or formaldehyde. In recent decades, both spon-
taneous and induced NHP models of AD have been used to facilitate the development of neuroimaging tracers and therapeutic 
treatments, aiding in the translational application of lab discoveries into clinical trials involving human subjects. The establish-
ment of a standardised NHP model of AD is expected by making a guideline concerning NHP species, types and doses of in-
ducers, frequency of injections, and duration of inoculation. Its development can be facilitated by a comprehensive assessment 
of NHPs, including all AD-associated pathologies and a wide range of behavioural examinations. NHP models of AD have 
contributed to AD research and their evolution is expected to better recapitulate AD features and present greater translational 
potential in the near future.
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Introduction of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

Background of AD
AD is a devastating neurodegenerative disorder that constitutes 
70–80% of all dementia cases worldwide.1 It is clinically mani-
fested by deterioration in learning, episodic memory, visuospatial 
orientation, and executive abilities that eventually deprive patients’ 
capabilities of performing daily activities.1,2 Pathologically, AD is 
characterised by brain atrophy at the macroscopic level, and extra-
cellular senile plaques, intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFT), 
and glial cell engagement at the microscopic level.3 Macroscopi-
cally, the brains of AD patients are marked by moderate cortical 
atrophy and enlarged sulcal spaces in the frontal and temporal 
cortices, which characterise the final stage of dementia in disease 
progress, but is not specific to AD.3 Currently, scientists define the 
pre-clinical phase of AD as the cellular phase, during which alter-
nations of proteopathies, neurons, and glial cells drive disease pro-
gression before the clinical presentation of cognitive impairment 
and executive deficits.4,5 Correspondingly, the diagnostic criteria 
of AD have shifted from the gold-standard post-mortem examina-
tion of parenchymal beta-amyloid (Aβ) and Tau proteopathies to 
the current suite of biofluid biomarkers and molecular imaging.6 
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Aβ neuroimaging by positron emission tomography (PET) and 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) measurements of Aβ, total Tau (t-Tau), 
and hyperphosphorylated Tau (p-Tau) allow an accurate diagno-
sis of individuals with pre-clinical and prodromal AD.5 However, 
the costliness and invasiveness of molecular neuroimaging and 
CSF measurements limit their application as a population-based 
screening technique in hospital settings.6 Since the first identi-
fication and classification of AD in the last century, and despite 
decades of extensive efforts, cost-effective early diagnostic tools, 
effective disease-modifying treatments (DMT), and a sophisti-
cated understanding of AD pathogenesis, much about AD remains 
inconclusive.2 With the ongoing aging of the global population, 
this devastating chronic disease will impose extensive economical, 
psychological, and physical burdens on individuals, families, and 
countries.

Aβ-related pathologies
As first described over 100 years ago, the classical pathological 
features of AD include extracellular Aβ plaques and intracellular 
NFTs.1 Aβ plaques are the aggregated form of Aβ peptides, includ-
ing Aβ peptides ending in residue 40 (Aβ1–40) and ending in resi-
due 42 (Aβ1–42), both of which result from the abnormal process-
ing of amyloid precursor protein (APP) by β- and γ-secretases.3,7 
β-secretase cleaves the juxta-membrane domain of APP and gener-
ates the ectodomain, after which γ-secretase cleaves multiple sites 
in the transmembrane domain of APP, leading to the production of 
carboxy terminal fragments and Aβ peptides, ranging from 38 to 
43 residues.3,7 Among these 4.5kDa Aβ peptides, Aβ1–42 is the most 
hydrophobic, fibrillogenic, and amyloidogenic component, which 
corresponds with its high neurotoxicity in AD.7 Two types of Aβ 
plaques have been mainly observed in AD, namely diffuse plaques, 
and dense core plaques. Diffuse plaques are weakly stained by 
thioflavin-S and are deprived of activated glial cells or neuritic 
components, while dense core plaques can be intensely stained by 
thioflavin-S and Congo red due to the presence of numerous Aβ fi-
brils.3 Dense core plaques are usually associated with Tau+ or dys-
trophic neurites, which are also known as neuritic plaques.3 In the 
peripheral zone of dense core neuritic plaques, some dystrophic 
neurites contain Tau filaments, suggesting the presence of NFT-
bearing neurons in that region.3 Other types of dystrophic neurites 
may contain cytoskeletal proteins or may become accumulated by 
degenerating mitochondria and lysosomal bodies.3 Considering 
the complicated molecular and cellular components of Aβ plaques, 
investigating the mechanism underlying plaque formation, Aβ 
neurotoxicity, immune activation, neuronal loss, and Tau involve-
ment is critical to advance our understanding of AD pathogenesis 
and cognitive decline. Beyond the composition of Aβ plaques, Aβ 
peptides aggregate and propagate in stereotypic patterns in AD, 
leading to the staging schemes described by Braak and Thal.8 
Thal has improved the three-stage Braak staging into an advanced 
five-stage scheme: Aβ deposits in neocortex exclusively in phase 
one; Aβ spreads into the allocortical brain regions in phase two; 
Aβ further spreads into diencephalic nuclei, the striatum, and the 
cholinergic nuclei of the basal forebrain in phase three; Aβ further 
spreads into several brainstem nuclei in phase four; Aβ eventu-
ally propagates into the cerebellum in phase five.8 In human AD, 
the abnormal production of Aβ and the imbalanced clearance of 
Aβ results in the aberrant deposition of Aβ plaques in the brains 
of AD patients, during which Tau pathologies, neuronal swelling, 
cytoskeletal abnormalities, intracellular organelle dysfunction, and 
glial activation are engaged. This is extremely challenging to repli-
cate in animal models of AD.

In addition to the brain parenchyma, Aβ peptides are also de-
posited in the walls of small- to medium-sized blood vessels of 
the brain, which is known as cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA). 
The walls of leptomeningeal and cortical arteries and occasionally, 
veins, are predominantly occupied by Aβ1–40 peptides, while Aβ1–
42 peptides are the main component of neuritic plaques in the pa-
renchyma.9 Parenchymal Aβ plaques and CAA can both be caused 
by Aβ peptides with a common origin, suggesting a potential 
shared mechanism driving both Aβ proteopathies.9 Aβ1–42 peptides 
may first be deposited in the vessel wall, while Aβ1–40 peptides 
may subsequently be deposited in the walls along the perivascu-
lar drainage pathways, while fibrillogenic neuron-derived Aβ1–42 
peptides are more likely to deposit in the parenchyma to form Aβ 
plaques.9 Parenchymal Aβ plaques originate in the neocortex of 
the brain and subsequently propagate into the allocortex, thala-
mus, and basal ganglia, but CAA may predominantly affect the 
posterior lobar brain regions and rarely deposit in the deep grey 
nuclei, white matter, and brainstem.9 Additionally, Aβ peptides in 
the walls of vessels are amalgamated with Aβ-associated proteins, 
including complement proteins, apolipoprotein E (ApoE), and 
apolipoprotein J (ApoJ/CLU). As the two major Aβ proteopathies 
in AD pathophysiology, CAA and parenchymal Aβ plaques may 
share a common origin of Aβ peptides, metabolism, and clearance 
mechanisms, while different lengths of Aβ peptides, different Aβ-
associated proteins, and different associations with cognitive defi-
cits are noted.

Tau-related pathologies
A solid neuropathological diagnosis of human AD requires the de-
tection of both Aβ plaques and NFTs, the latter of which is more 
tightly associated with synaptic loss and cognitive impairment.10 
Tau filaments are termed as paired helical filaments (PHF) be-
cause they comprise two filaments that twist to form a periodic 
structure.3 In AD, PHFs are structured by six isoforms of Tau, in-
cluding isoforms with 3 repeats (3R Tau) and 4-repeats (4R Tau) 
in the microtubule binding domain. These isoforms are generated 
through alternative splicing of the microtubule-associated protein 
Tau (MAPT) gene (chr17).3,11 Axonal Tau plays an important role 
by interacting with tubulin, stabilising microtubule structure, and 
supporting microtubule-dependent axonal transport.11 Pathophysi-
ologically, Tau can be hyperphosphorylated with nine phosphates 
per molecule, resulting in fibrillisation of p-Tau and aggregation 
into NFTs.11 These molecular alterations undermine its original 
abilities to bind and stabilise microtubules in axons, thus result-
ing in the deposition of intraneuronal lesions, including p-Tau, 
pre-tangle materials, NFTs in cell bodies, neuropil threads (NT) 
in neuronal processes, and other materials in neuritic plaques.12 In 
the brains of AD patients, the distribution pattern and sequence of 
Tau lesions have also been categorised in three stages, as described 
by Braak and colleagues.12 Abnormal Tau is initially detected in 
transentorhinal and entorhinal regions, gradually spreading to the 
limbic allocortex and adjoining neocortex, and eventually propa-
gating to the primary and secondary fields.12

AD genetics
AD can be divided into early-onset AD (EOAD) and late-onset 
AD (LOAD) based on the age of onset. EOAD accounts for less 
than 1% of total AD cases. It is determined by autosomal dominant 
mutations in genes encoding APP (APP), presenilin 1 (PSEN1) and 
presenilin 2 (PSEN2). Mutations in the APP gene generally pre-
dispose APP to be cleaved by β-secretase, leading to the produc-
tion of more Aβ1–42 peptides that aggregate and propagate easily.13 
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Mutations in PSEN1 and PSEN2 change the specificity of cleavage 
sites on APP, preferring to be cleaved at position 42 instead of 40, 
also resulting in more Aβ1–42 production.14 Numerous mutations 
in EOAD genes converge on the same outcome of altered proteo-
lytic APP processing and Aβ1–42 overproduction, which forms the 
foundation of the Aβ-amyloid theory.7 LOAD accounts for the re-
maining 99% of total AD cases, and is currently explained by the 
imbalanced production and clearance of Aβ in the brain.1 The risk 
of an individual developing LOAD is largely determined by com-
mon polymorphisms in the APOE gene. This gene encodes the gly-
coprotein ApoE that is ubiquitously expressed in the brain, liver, 
and myeloid cells, and which plays a role in cholesterol and lipid 
transportation, neuronal growth, and immunoregulation.15 The 
APOE gene encodes three isoforms: protective ApoE ε2, neutral 
ApoE ε3, and detrimental ApoE ε4.15 Two different amino acids in 
the three isoforms significantly modify the structure and function 
of ApoE, resulting in alterations in Aβ clearance, lipid metabolism, 
glucose metabolism, innate immune responses, and mitochondrial 
dysfunction.16 For instance, CAA in capillaries, arterioles, and 
small arteries are highly associated with ApoE ε4, which might 
be explained by the reduced transendothelial clearance of Aβ-
apolipoprotein complexes compared with ApoE ε2 and ApoE ε3 
carriers.3 The precise mechanism by which APOE ε4 increases AD 
risk remains inconclusive, thus further investigation of the APOE 
gene in AD is critical for advancing our understanding of AD.

Animal models of AD
Despite extensive investigations into AD for over 100 years, the 
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms remain unknown, the 
disease aetiology is still insufficiently understood, accurate diagnos-
tic tools cannot be widely applied for population screening, and the 
DMTs are lacking. In light of these urgent demands in the field, the 
development and study of reliable animal models of AD becomes 
essential to enable the study of the pre-clinical and prodromal phase 

of AD, which is difficult to access in AD patients.2 A wide range 
of species have been assessed in AD-related research and various 
rodent models of AD have dominated the field in recent decades.2 
Genetic mutations associated with Aβ and Tau processing have 
provided a solid foundation for generating hundreds of transgenic 
murine models that have evolved over time to imitate specific fea-
tures of AD and facilitate the translational application of laboratory 
discoveries.17 Rodent models have many advantages, including low 
financial costs, large sample sizes, easier genetic manipulation, con-
ventional animal care, etc. Unfortunately, rodents are also associated 
with low translational potential for the development of diagnostic 
markers and therapeutic treatments due to the reduced complex-
ity of their brain structure and circuitry compared to humans.2 For 
instance, APP transgenic mice rarely manifest the Tau hyperphos-
phorylation and brain atrophy that are found in human AD.2 Thus, 
to understand a complicated age-related human disorder, using the 
brain of a non-human primate (NHP) with a closer phylogenetic re-
lationship to humans, a similar neuroanatomy structure, comparable 
genetics, similarly complicated neural circuitry, and higher-order 
cognitive functions is greatly preferred (Table 1).

Normal aging studies in NHPs
Aging is the single largest risk factor for AD.1 Although aged NHPs 
cannot recapitulate the full spectrum of AD, they are ideal models 
of normal aging, cognitive deterioration, and executive processing 
impairment. Since the 1970s, numerous studies have reported age-
related impairments in cognition in a wide range of animals, particu-
larly NHPs, including short-term memory (STM), learning abilities, 
and executive functions, which have been similarly documented 
during aging of human.18 The Rhesus monkey (Macaca mulattas), 
an old world monkey closely relative to the cynomolgus monkeys, 
has been predominantly employed in early studies that investigated 
the association between learning impairment, memory dysfunction, 
and normal aging in NHPs.19 Rhesus monkeys have a body length of 

Table 1.  The most widely used NHP in the field of AD

Animal species Rhesus macaques Cynomolgus 
monkeys Squirrel monkeys Mouse lemurs Tree shrews

Classification Old world monkey Old world monkey New world monkey Prosimian Non primate

  Scheme

General background

  Scientific name Macaca mulattas Macaca fascicularis Simia sciurea Microcebus murinus Tupaia belangeri chinensis

  Body length 45–64 cm 40–65 cm 25–35 cm 12–13 cm 26–41 cm

  Weight 5–12 kg 9 kg 0.5–1.1 kg 50–120 g 50–270 g

  Life span 34–40 years 35 years 15–20 years 8–14 years 8 years

Age considered old 20–25 years old 20 years old 12 years old 5 years old 7 years old

Recruited in references

NHP, non-human primate; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
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45–64 cm, a body weight of 5–12 kg, and a life expectancy of 34–40 
years (Table 1).20 In 1978, Bartus and colleagues used an indirect 
delayed response (DR) procedure and identified a profound impair-
ment in STM in the aged (≥18 years old) compared to younger (3–5 
years old) rhesus monkeys.21 STM is defined as the ability of an 
individual to temporarily memorise a limited amount of information 
for a very short interval. Deficits in STM are one of the best charac-
terised alterations in normal aging.18,22 STM deterioration in rhesus 
monkeys emerged in early middle age during normal aging, similar 
to what is observed in humans.18 They further evaluated monkeys’ 
abilities to learn visual discrimination and reversal problems.23 The 
aged rhesus monkeys (≥18 years old) constantly demonstrated se-
vere deficiency with reversal problems, but no age-related deteriora-
tion in colour and pattern discrimination was observed.23 Another 
concept that is closely associated with STM is working memory 
that temporarily stores, processes, and manipulates STM necessary 
for complicated cognitive tasks, such as language comprehension, 
learning, and reasoning.22 A decline in the working memory of aged 
primates has been documented in several NHP studies using a neu-
rotoxin-induced model of AD.24–27

The seminal studies conducted by Bartus and colleagues failed 
to identify age-related impairment in recognition memory, but they 
inspired subsequent studies in this field. In 1987, rhesus monkeys 
of four different age groups were trained in a delayed nonmatch-
ing-to-sample (DNMS) task that examined the subject’s ability 
to recognise a novel object from a familiar object, following a 
specific delay interval.18,28 Although their learning abilities were 
marginally impaired with aging, significant age-related impair-
ment in recognising objects were observed when delay intervals 
or lists of objects were increased.28 This study contradicted Bartus’ 
previous results and identified impairment in visual recognition 
memory during normal aging of NHPs.28 The DNMS task was also 
used later on female aged rhesus monkeys (22–26 years old).29 
The aged rhesus monkeys required significantly more training than 
young monkeys (9–11 years old) to learn basic principles of the 
task, but their recognition memory was minimally impaired com-
pared with the young, consistent with Bartus’ results.29 Rapp and 
colleagues then required rhesus monkeys to remember the order of 
subjects and identified significant age-related deterioration in their 
task-dependent recognition memory.29 These findings further sug-
gested different susceptibilities to age-related impairment in dif-
ferent memory functions in NHPs. In 1993, Bachevalier conducted 
a more comprehensive investigation into memory functions of rhe-
sus monkeys by selecting multiple memory tasks associated with 
distinct brain areas.30 This study described widespread behavioural 
deficits in aged rhesus monkeys, including visuospatial orienta-
tion, DR tasks, and object recognition memory (measured using 
DNMS) in young middle/teen age, middle age, and old age of rhe-
sus monkey, respectively.30 These memory abilities are associated 
with different brain regions, illustrating that certain cerebral sys-
tems were predisposed to early degenerative neuronal damage.30 
Delayed recognition span tasks (DRST) are another important rec-
ognition memory task, in which NHPs are required to recognise 
a novel stimuli among an increasing array of serially presented 
stimuli to examine their spatial and colour condition.31 It was used 
to assess the recognition memory of eight aged rhesus monkeys 
(25–27 years old) that presented with recognition memory impair-
ment in both the spatial and colour conditions of the DRST.31 Visu-
ospatial orientation was also compromised in young middle/teen 
age in rhesus monkeys compared with other memory deficits.30 
The impairment in recognition memory is not associated with the 
age-related decline in the length of cholinergic fibres of rhesus 

monkeys.32 Some controversies were observed in these studies, 
but age-associated abnormalities in recognition memory among 
aged NHPs are supported by increasing evidence as technology 
has improved, and sample sizes have increased. During normal ag-
ing, NHPs manifest similar symptoms to human AD, particularly 
cognitive behavioural alterations, suggesting their potential to be 
used as a model of age-related neurodegenerative disorders.

Spontaneous NHP models of AD

Aβ pathologies in aged NHPs
Aged NHPs demonstrate cognitive deficits that are similarly ob-
served in aged humans, but also spontaneously develop age-asso-
ciated human AD-resembling pathologies, such as extracellular Aβ 
plaques, CAA, intracellular p-Tau, dystrophic neurites, and glial 
activation. All aged NHP species exhibit Aβ-related proteopathies 
in their cerebellum and vasculature, but differences in the age of 
onset, burden level, biological composition, and spatial distribution 
are still observed.2 In 1985, numerous Aβ plaques in the prefrontal 
and temporal cortices in six aged rhesus monkeys were identified, 
the densities of which were significantly associated with age, sug-
gesting a positive association between age and Aβ burden in aged 
NHPs.33 Subsequent studies identified similar results in the frontal, 
temporal, and parietal cortices of aged rhesus monkeys and aged 
squirrel monkeys, as measured by thioflavin-S and silver stain-
ing.34–36 The total burden level of parenchymal Aβ in the temporal 
and occipital cortices of aged rhesus monkeys was comparable to 
those of humans with AD, while the Aβ1–40 level may outweigh the 
Aβ1–42 level in aged rhesus monkeys.37 The highest Aβ plaque den-
sities were noticed in the frontal and temporal cortices, while few 
Aβ peptides were deposited in the hippocampal formation, highly 
resembling the Aβ distribution in human AD.37,38 Another type of 
old-world monkeys that have been extensively used in this field 
is the cynomolgus monkey (Macaca fascicularis), also known as 
crab-eating macaques (Table 1).20 Cynomolgus monkeys have a 
body length of 40–65 cm, a body weight of up to 9 kg, and a life 
expectancy of up to 35 years (Table 1).20 Both diffuse and classical 
Aβ plaques with dense cores were detected primarily in the tem-
poral cortex of the superior and inferior gyri and amygdala in aged 
cynomolgus monkeys.39,40 These Aβ plaques were surrounded by 
abnormal, swollen neurites in silver-stained sections,34–36,40 simi-
lar to what is reported in human AD.2 Aged old-world monkeys 
illustrated similar Aβ plaques in the parenchyma compared to the 
brains of humans diagnosed with AD. More examinations into the 
pathologies and behavioural alterations are required to designate 
them as suitable animal models of AD.

Squirrel monkeys (Simia sciurea), a widely used new-world 
monkey, have a body length of 25–35 cm, a body weight of 0.5–1.1 
kg, and life expectancy of 15–20 years (Table 1). The smaller body 
and shorter life expectancy of aged squirrel monkeys explain the 
deposition of smaller Aβ plaques in their cerebellum at a relatively 
younger age (∼12 years old) compared with rhesus monkeys (∼25 
years old).19,35 Like rhesus monkeys, Aβ1–40 is the more abundant 
peptide in the brains of aged squirrel monkeys, in contrast to hu-
man AD.41,42 C-terminal specific antibodies against Aβ1–40 and 
Aβ1–42 were used to evaluate the Aβ burden in the brains of 11 
rhesus monkeys (21–31 years) and one 59-year-old chimpanzee.41 
In rhesus monkeys, Aβ1–40

+ plaques outnumbered Aβ1–42
+ plaques 

with a mean ratio of 2.08, which was significantly higher than the 
ratio of Aβ1–40:Aβ1–42

+ plaques in human AD (0.37).41 Similar re-
sults were observed in another study using two aged Formosan 
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rock macaques (Macaca cyclopis), which are close relatives to rhe-
sus monkeys.42 The high Aβ1–40 burden level in aged NHPs may 
be caused by different APP processing mechanisms or altered Aβ-
ApoE interaction, which favours the production of Aβ1–40 in aged 
NHPs.42 These early studies recognised the age-associated Aβ bur-
den level and widespread distribution in the brains of aged NHPs, 
which highly resembled human AD despite the distinct levels of 
Aβ1–40 and Aβ1–42. A wide range of recent studies have all repeated 
the identification of this classical human AD-resembling Aβ pro-
teopathy in the brains of various NHPs, utilizing more advanced 
experimental techniques to elucidate the interaction between Aβ 
plaques, AD genetics, glial activation, and Tau hyperphosphoryla-
tion in these spontaneous NHP model of AD.40,43–52

The tree shrew is also a small primate used as a NHP model of 
AD, in particular the Chinese tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri chinen-
sis) (Table 1). They have body lengths of 26–41 cm, body weights 
of 50–270 g, and a life expectancy of 8 years old (Table 1). In one 
early study, Pawlik and colleagues did not identify Aβ deposits in 
the neural parenchyma or cerebral vasculature of eight aged tree 
shrews (7–8 years old).53 Subsequent studies using anti-Aβ1–42 an-
tibodies detected Aβ depositions in the cortex, subiculum, basal 
ganglia, mammillary body, and hypothalamus, accompanied by 
weak Congo red+ Aβ plaques in the brains of aged tree shrews.54

Another Aβ-related pathology, CAA, may be more consistent 
than parenchymal Aβ deposits in aged NHPs.2 Thioflavin-S+ Aβ 
plaques in the walls of intracortical and meningeal microvessels 
of aged rhesus monkeys and aged squirrel monkeys were iden-
tified.34–36 Uno and colleagues conducted a well-powered study 
using the brains of 81 rhesus monkeys (16–39 years old).45 Young 
rhesus monkeys (16–19 years old) did not manifest parenchymal 
Aβ plaques, while the majority of the aged monkeys (26–39 years 
old) presented numerous Aβ depositions in their brains.45 CAA 
developed simultaneously with parenchymal Aβ plaques after the 
age of 20 years old, and was detected in 38% of the oldest rhesus 
monkeys, suggesting a lower frequency of CAA compared with 
parenchymal Aβ plaques in aged rhesus monkeys.45 CAA was also 
observed in other species of aged old-world monkeys.39,40 In con-
trast to the relatively low vascular Aβ deposits in aged old-world 
monkeys, cerebrovascular Aβ is the most abundant form of Aβ pro-
teopathy in squirrel monkeys.55,56 Three forms of Aβ deposits were 
identified in nine squirrel monkeys (8–27 years old) from high to 
low density: dense Aβ deposits to the vascular wall, classical pa-
renchymal Aβ plaques with a dense core, and diffuse Aβ plaques.55 
Among the four aged squirrel monkeys, the ratio of CAA to dense 
parenchymal Aβ plaques was over 5.55 Although Aβ1–42 and Aβ1–40 
were detected in both parenchymal and cerebrovascular plaques, 
more Aβ1–40 existed in CAA in the larger arterioles of aged squir-
rel monkeys.56 One remarkable difference between humans and 
squirrel monkeys is the heavy deposition of Aβ in the capillaries, 
suggesting species-specific predispositions of vulnerable cerebral 
vasculature to Aβ pathology.

In addition to old and new world monkeys, mouse lemurs (Mi-
crocebus murinus), a prosimian resembling the earliest primates, 
have been frequently used to study normal aging of NHPs (Ta-
ble 1).2 Mouse lemurs are characterised by a small body length 
of 12 cm and a tail with a similar length (Table 1).20,46 They have 
a small body weight of 50–120 g and a short life expectancy of 
8–14 years (Table 1).20,46 Bons and colleagues first utilised mouse 
lemurs to study Aβ proteopathies during normal aging of NHPs.44 
They compared eight aged mouse lemurs (8–12 years old) with 
three young mouse lemurs (1–3 years old), and recognised three 
forms of Aβ proteopathies in the brains, including round thiofla-

vin-S− Aβ plaques, round Aβ plaques with a thioflavin-S+ dense 
core, and extensive Aβ deposits in leptomeningeal, cortical arteries 
and arterioles, and occasionally, capillaries.44 Only half of the aged 
mouse lemurs exhibited parenchymal Aβ plaques, whose size re-
sembled those observed in rhesus monkeys and humans. All aged 
mouse lemurs demonstrated extensive CAA, suggesting a higher 
frequency of CAA compared with that of human AD.44 Mestre-
Frances and colleagues further investigated the Aβ compositions 
of CAA in aged NHPs using 30 mouse lemurs (2–13 years old).57 
Intensive deposits of Aβ1–42 were observed in the cortical arteri-
ole and capillary walls, but Aβ1–40 deposits were mainly noticed 
in the tunica media of leptomeningeal vessels, where Aβ1–42 was 
weakly detected.57 This study illustrated a promising NHP model 
of AD concerning the similarities in Aβ proteopathies compared 
to human AD, including high parenchymal burden of Aβ1–42 and 
high vascular deposition of Aβ1–40. Cognitive impairment of the 
aged mouse lemur is another essential criterion to be assessed. 
Schmidtke and colleagues recruited 37 aged mouse lemurs (>5 
years old) and identified significant associations between cortical 
Aβ burden level and pretraining success (intraneuronal Aβ) and 
discrimination learning (extracellular Aβ).51 Even though the ac-
cumulation of Aβ in the walls of neocortical vessels were detected, 
no association between CAA and cognitive decline was found.51 
Aβ proteopathies in the aged mouse lemur were also documented 
in recent studies, in which the interactions between Aβ, Tau, ge-
netic factors, and immune cells were further elaborated.43,58

Aβ-associated genetics and proteins in aged NHPs
AD is a complicated disorder determined by both genetic and envi-
ronmental factors. Both EOAD and LOAD are largely influenced 
by genetic mutations or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) 
that result in the overproduction of amyloidogenic Aβ1–42 and im-
paired clearance of Aβ peptides. The differences in Aβ proteopa-
thies between aged NHPs and humans with AD inspire another 
question regarding whether Aβ-associated genetics and proteins 
are different between humans and NHPs. Full-length cDNA en-
coding APP695 of aged cynomolgus monkeys were sequenced, 
demonstrating 100% sequence homology to human, while two 
amino acid substitutions were reported in APP695 of rats and 
mice.39 None of the EOAD-associated mutations were found in the 
lemur APP gene.46 The common longer isoforms in aged cynomol-
gus monkeys, APP751 and APP770, demonstrated a few amino acid 
substitutions compared with human APP.39 The brain homogen-
ates of humans and monkeys demonstrated a similar profile of 
membrane-associated, full-length APP, and truncated isoforms of 
APP, in contrast to the profile of rat and mouse brains, suggesting 
highly similar proteolytic processing of APP between NHPs and 
human.39 APP was also detected in the swollen neurites of clas-
sical Aβ plaques but absent in diffuse Aβ plaques in the brain of 
aged cynomolgus monkeys.40 In aged rhesus monkeys, APP was 
detected in swelling neurons and neuritic plaques associated with 
Aβ.59 In mouse lemurs, an APP sequence analysis of exon 16 and 
17, which encodes for Aβ, illustrated 100% homology with human 
Aβ, suggesting conserved RNA splicing in mouse lemurs and hu-
mans.58 Aβ and APP were simultaneously detected in Aβ plaques 
and CAA, while APP itself was further deposited in neurons, as-
trocytes, and oligodendrocytes.58 The labelling level of APP was 
significantly associated with age in mouse lemurs, suggesting a 
more sophisticated distribution of APP and Aβ proteopathies in 
aged mouse lemurs.58 Additionally, the activity of β-secretase 
(BACE1) was increased with age in both rhesus monkeys and hu-
mans, while its expression level remained the same.60 The genetic 
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background of the tree shrew has also been investigated and their 
primary sequences of APP revealed 98% similarity and 97% iden-
tify to human APP.53 A high-quality reference genome of Chinese 
tree shrews has been recently generated and their expression pat-
tern of Aβ and NFT formation pathway genes resembled that of 
human brain, with a similar aging-dependent effect.61,62 Both ge-
netic sequences and distributive patterns of APP and Aβ are highly 
conserved between multiple species of NHPs and human, making 
them ideal models of AD with higher genetic homology.

EOAD-associated PSEN1 and PSEN2 have also been investi-
gated in NHPs. The cDNA encoding PSEN1 from mouse lemurs 
exhibited 95.3% sequence similarity with human PSEN1, which 
was slightly higher than murine PSEN1.63 The 2% difference be-
tween lemur and mouse PSEN1 showed the conservation of a par-
ticular proteolytic processing in both lemur and human.63 PSEN1 
was detected in neurons and neurites in multiple cortical layers, 
hippocampus, and subcortical structures in aged mouse lemurs.63 
Another study specifically cloned a 1340 bp cDNA fragment en-
coding PSEN2 from a mouse lemur brain that demonstrated 95.5% 
homology to human PSEN2 and 93.5% homology to mouse 
PSEN2.64 None of the EOAD-associated PSEN1 or PSEN2 muta-
tions in humans corresponded to lemur PSEN1 and PSEN2 amino 
acid differences.46 PSEN2 was distributed throughout the lemur 
brain, including dense signals in the cortical and subcortical struc-
tures and cerebral vessels, and light signals in the hippocampal 
neurons and the dentate gyrus.64 The co-localisation of PSEN1, 
PSEN2, and APP was observed, but only age-related increase in 
PSEN2 expression was noticed in the lemur brain.63,64 Lemur APP, 
PSEN1, and PSEN2 showed higher homology to human proteins 
than those of rats and mice, suggesting a higher degree of conser-
vation between lemurs and humans. Furthermore, the age-related 
expressions of PSEN1 and PSEN2 were also investigated in the 
brain of cynomolgus monkeys. PSEN1 was detected in neurons 
and neuritic plaques in the neocortex and cerebellum of cynomol-
gus monkeys and PSEN1 levels in the nuclear fraction were sig-
nificantly elevated with age, indicating age-related PSEN1 accu-
mulation in the endoplasmic reticulum associated with the nuclear 
membrane.65 On the contrary, PSEN2 was also detected in large 
pyramidal neurons and neuritic plaques, but its expression level 
remained unchanged during aging of cynomolgus monkeys.66 Re-
cently, PSEN2 mRNA in the Chinese tree shrew has been char-
acterised, demonstrating 97.64% sequence similarity to human 
PSEN2.67 Even though the protein structure of PSEN2 indicates 
similarities to human PSEN2, tree shrew PSEN2 possesses only 
seven α-helices, while human PSEN2 contains ten α-helices.67 
These observations suggest a more important involvement of 
PSEN1 compared with PSEN2 in in disease progression of NHPs, 
but more studies are needed to elucidate their roles and functions 
in NHP compared with those of humans.

Beyond EOAD-associated genetics, APOE remains the single 
largest genetic risk factor for AD in humans. In mouse lemurs, 
APOE genotyping revealed monomorphisms that possessed the 
two diagnostic sites that defined the ApoE ε4 allele of human, al-
beit with 9 amino acid substitutions compared with human ApoE.68 
One type of vervet monkey, the Caribbean vervet, was also found 
to be homozygous for the ApoE ε4 allele.69 APOE was heavily de-
posited in line with Aβ proteopathies, including the parenchymal 
Aβ plaques and CAA.68 APOE was further detected in astrocytes 
of the cortical parenchyma, oligodendrocytes of the corpus callo-
sum, and neurons of multiple cortical lobes, the hippocampus, and 
the brainstem of the aged mouse lemur.68 Like mouse lemurs and 
humans, APOE was detected in diffuse and classical Aβ plaques 

and meningeal and cortical vessels in the brains of aged chimpan-
zees, cynomolgus monkeys, and rhesus monkeys, while old-world 
monkeys exhibited more neuritic plaques with APOE staining.40,70 
In cynomolgus monkeys, APOE was detected in some astrocytes 
and mononuclear cells around cortical blood vessels, co-localising 
with glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in astrocytes.40 Addi-
tionally, APOE genetics were also studied in aged vervet monkeys 
(Chlorocebus aethiops), illustrating ApoE ε4 monomorphism 
among 30 vervet monkeys.69 In brief, NHPs are homozygotic for 
ApoE ε4 that is highly detrimental in human AD. This interesting 
discrepancy between NHPs and humans makes it necessary to un-
derstand the protective mechanism underlying why these ApoE ε4 
homozygotes display dense parenchymal and vascular Aβ plaques, 
but never develop the devastating cognitive decline and behaviour-
al alterations observed in humans diagnosed with AD.

Tau pathologies in aged NHPs
Unlike human AD, NFTs are virtually lacking in the brains of aged 
NHPs.2 Only a few old-world monkeys, new-world monkeys, and 
prosimians illustrated NFTs and dystrophic neurites near neuritic 
plaques in early studies.2 In aged rhesus monkeys (30–31 years 
old) with cerebral Aβ plaques, PHF+ or Tau+ NFTs or Aβ plaques 
were absent in their brains using antiserum while this same an-
tiserum generated intensive signals in the brains of human with 
AD.34 In a recent study, the monoclonal antibody (mAb), AT8, 
against a phosphorylated epitope of human Tau protein detected 
sparsely scattered p-Tau in the cingulate cortex in the brains of 
aged old-world monkeys, including Campbell’s guenon and Ham-
adryas baboon.71 AT8+ p-Tau was detected in the entorhinal cortex 
and hippocampus of one 28-year-old rhesus monkey, which was 
simultaneously confirmed using AT100, PHF-1, and TG-3 anti-
bodies, illustrating a similar distribution pattern to Tauopathy in 
the brains of human with AD.71 Meanwhile, another five 28-year-
old rhesus monkeys exhibited high Aβ burdens in their prefrontal 
cortices but no Tau AT8 immunoreactivity, suggesting rare p-Tau 
immunoreactivity in aged rhesus monkeys around 30 years.71 Even 
though rhesus monkeys exhibit human AD-resembling Aβ deposi-
tions and glial activation, the low incidence of Tauopathy during 
their normal aging may restrict their suitability as a NHP model of 
AD. In 2018, a cohort of rhesus monkeys from young to extreme 
old age (≤38 years old) illustrated similar qualitative patterns and 
sequences of Tau and Aβ, highly resembling human AD.49 P-Tau 
was initially detected in cell islands, dendritic microtubules, and 
transporting endosomes of the entorhinal cortex in young rhesus 
monkeys (7–9 years old) (like Braak stage I).49 In early aged rhe-
sus monkeys (24–26 years old), AT8 immunoreactivity was mildly 
detected in the outer layer II of the entorhinal cortex with one case 
illustrating cognitive impairment (like Braak stage I/II).49 In aged 
rhesus monkeys (33–34 years old), AT8 labelling further propa-
gated intensively and widely throughout cell islands of the layer 
II and occasionally in the deeper entorhinal cortex (like Braak 
stage III).49 Surprisingly, mature NFTs were recognised in both 
layer II and V of the entorhinal cortex in the oldest rhesus monkey 
(38 years old) (like Braak III/IV).49 Given the co-existence of pa-
renchymal Aβ plaques, CAA, and intracellular Aβ in endosomes, 
dendrites, and exons, this study first demonstrated human AD-re-
sembling Tauopathies, especially NFTs, in extremely aged NHPs, 
although the low incidence was distinct from that of human AD.49 
Subsequently, a cohort of nine female rhesus monkeys (8.3–28.6 
years old) demonstrated pyramidal cells labelled with AT8 and 
pT217 antibodies in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which are 
currently used in CSF diagnosis of human AD.72 These pT217+ 
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pyramidal cells contained aggregated, filamentous structures that 
highly resembled NFTs in human AD.72 While early studies hardly 
ever detected Tau signals in aged rhesus monkeys, recent studies 
have demonstrated that rhesus monkeys can naturally develop p-
Tau, filamentous structures, and rare NFTs, suggesting a promis-
ing NHP model of AD that assist in elucidating the associations 
between Aβ, p-Tau, and cognitive deficits in AD.

PHF- and Tau-specific antibodies did not detect any NFTs or 
neuritic plaques in the brains of aged cynomolgus monkeys (19 
years old) and aged chimpanzees (59 years old) in early stud-
ies.39,40,70 Of note, very limited numbers of neurons in the lateral 
putamen region of three aged chimpanzees were slightly labelled 
with Alz-50 (against p-Tau).70 In 2010, a cohort of 24 cynomol-
gus monkeys (6–36 years old) were found to have Aβ plaques in 
their neocortical and hippocampal regions in middle age, which 
was associated with age rather than p-Tau accumulation.47 Intra-
cellular p-Tau was first detected in neurons and oligodendrocytes 
in the temporal cortex and hippocampus of cynomolgus monkeys 
in a 19-year-old cynomolgus monkey using 2B11 (against hu-
man Tau phosphorylated at amino acid 231).47 In humans over 
20 years of age, 2B11+ glial cells increased proportionally with 
age, but 2B11+ neurons were only detected in a 36-year-old cyn-
omolgus monkey, in which a strong p-Tau signal was occasionally 
detected in neurons, oligodendrocytes, and dystrophic neurites in 
its temporal cortex.47 Interestingly, the number of 2B11+ neurons 
in this 30-year-old monkey was smaller than that of the 19-year-
old monkey, which might be explained by a specific conforma-
tional change of Tau under pathological conditions by an unknown 
mechanism.47 Later, another 21 brains of cynomolgus monkeys 
(7–36 years old) were studied for Aβ and Tau proteopathies.52 Aβ 
plaques were detected in eight brains of monkeys at 24 years old, 
while p-Tau deposits were found in only five brains from monkeys 
over 30 years old, suggesting a similar sequence of AD-associated 
lesions to humans with AD.52 AT8+ p-Tau lesions were distributed 
predominantly in oligodendrocyte-like cells throughout the white 
matter and basal ganglia, which was different from p-Tau patterns 
in human with AD, mainly in the hippocampus.52 Only 4R Tau 
was detected with AT8 immunoreactivity, which was diffuse and 
granular in the neuronal cytoplasm and dendrites, instead of NFT 
organisations.52 In old-world monkeys, the co-existence of Aβ and 
Tau proteopathies were detected in normal aging, during which 
human AD-resembling Aβ plaques and CAA were deposited ear-
lier, while human AD-resembling NFTs were rarely detected. The 
classical amyloid theory states that neurotoxic Aβ peptides induce 
subsequent Tau phosphorylation, NFT accumulation, glial activa-
tion, and neuronal death, as demonstrated by close associations 
between Aβ and p-Tau lesions in the brains of human with AD. 
Therefore, at least in old-world monkeys, the accumulation of p-
Tau and, occasionally NFTs, merely reflected the age-dependent 
hyperphosphorylation and aggregation of Tau induced by Aβ.47

Tau and p-Tau in mouse lemurs have been well investigated in 
many studies while NFTs are rarely observed.68,73 In early studies, 
Tau deposits in mouse lemurs were morphologically and biochem-
ically different from NFTs observed in humans with AD, similarly 
to those in old-world monkeys.74 A well-powered quantitative 
analysis of Tau recruited 40 mouse lemurs (1–13 years old).74 By 
using 961-S28T, Tau accumulations (maybe PHF) were found in 
the frontal cortex, the occipital cortex, and the parietal and tem-
poral cortices, the prevalence, and densities of which were associ-
ated with age in both young and old groups.74 Quantitatively, aged 
mouse lemurs (≥8 years old) exhibited significantly higher Tau 
burdens than the young in all neocortical areas, subiculum, and 

amygdala, while the entorhinal cortex, subiculum, and amygdala 
were affected by Tau in the aged group exclusively.74 In contrast 
to Tau distribution in mouse lemurs, the frontal cortex usually ex-
hibited low NFT burden, while hippocampal formation was predis-
posed to Tauopathy in the brains of human with AD.12 These con-
tradictions suggest a different neuronal vulnerability to Tauopathy 
in the neocortex of mouse lemurs and humans.74 More specifically, 
Tau proteins were modified and aggregated in granules close to 
the membrane of the neuronal perikaryal and dendrites in the aged 
mouse lemur.46 Aggregated p-Tau reactive to PHF antibodies were 
detected with Aβ and ApoE in neurons and oligodendrocytes in 
the neocortex and hippocampus, as well as vascular Aβ deposi-
tions.46,68 Co-localisation of p-Tau and PSEN2 was occasionally 
noticed in some neurons of the frontal, parietal, and occipital cor-
tices.64 Compared with old-world monkeys and new-world mon-
keys, mouse lemurs exhibit more consistent Tau, p-Tau, and Aβ 
depositions during aging, but rarely develop severe PHFs or NFTs.

In addition to rhesus monkeys, cynomolgus monkeys, and 
mouse lemurs, p-Tau was briefly studied in vervet monkeys, com-
mon marmosets, and tree shrews. A cohort of nine middle-aged 
vervet monkeys (11.2 years old in average) and nine aged vervet 
monkeys (21.7 years old in average) all exhibited Aβ and Tau pro-
teopathies in their brains.75 Aβ plaques were detected throughout 
the cortex in all aged vervets and in one middle-aged vervet, re-
sembling early Braak staging in AD.75 Intracellular PHF+ p-Tau 
was detected in small cells with granular morphology in all mon-
keys, but NFTs were rarely observed.75 Interestingly, higher levels 
of PHF+ p-Tau was associated with slower gait speed, suggesting 
poorer integration of complex cognitive and motor processes and 
potential cognitive deficits.75 Brain atrophy was associated with 
both the level of p-Tau in parenchyma and the level of Tau phos-
phorylated at threonine 181 (p-Tau181P).75 This study demonstrat-
ed widespread Aβ depositions, limited p-Tau aggregation, Tau-as-
sociated cognitive decline, and potential brain atrophy during the 
natural aging of vervet monkeys. Although none of these features 
meet the severity level observed in human AD, vervet monkeys 
may be a good NHP model recapitulating most cardinal features 
of AD. The common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) is becoming 
an increasingly popular NHP model of AD due to its small body 
size (10–12 cm), small body weight (80–100 g), multiple births, 
and short life span (7–17 years).20 Among male marmosets (1.6–18 
years old), p-Tau was detected in their medial temporal areas and 
parietal cortices, and the level of Tau phosphorylated at threonine 
231 (p-Tau231P) was positively associated with age.76 By using 
Alz50, early fibrillary aggregation of p-Tau was detected in cyto-
plasmic compartments of neurons and glia-like cells in adolescent 
and aged marmosets.76 Aged marmosets presented fewer active 
microglia but more dystrophic microglia in the dentate gyrus.76 
Hyperphosphorylation and conformational changes to Tau were 
exclusively detected in the dystrophic microglia.76 Although ex-
tensive NFTs are not observed in marmosets, they still seem to be 
a valuable NHP model that demonstrates some features of human 
AD. Lastly, only one very recent study demonstrated Tau hyper-
phosphorylation in aged tree shrews, including adult tree shrews 
(3.8 years old in average) and aged tree shrews (6–7.5 years old).77 
As assessed by AT100, Tau hyperphosphorylation was significant-
ly elevated in the dentate gyrus, the CA3 hippocampal region, and 
the subcortical structures of aged tree shrews in the absence of 
NFTs.77 These aged tree shrews carried a higher number of IBA1+ 
active microglia containing ferritin as well as microglia with a dys-
trophic phenotype.77 Although not widely studied, tree shrews pre-
sented similar parenchymal Aβ plaques, vascular Aβ depositions, 
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Tau hyperphosphorylation, and microglial activation compared to 
human AD, indicating its potential suitability as a NHP model for 
translational research in AD.

Brain atrophy/neurodegeneration in aged NHPs
The brains of naturally aging NHPs resemble human AD in many 
aspects, but the macroscopic feature of human AD, brain atrophy, 
is inconsistently observed. Using an optical fractionator tech-
nique, a preservation of neurons was observed in the subiculum, 
entorhinal cortex layer II, CA1, CA2, CA3, hilus, and the dentate 
gyrus of the hippocampal formation in aged rhesus monkeys.78,79 
In mouse lemurs, 20% of the elderly (≥5 years old) demonstrated 
neurodegeneration.46 Remarkable brain atrophy was observed in 
the cortex, corpus callosum, fornix, hippocampus, septum, thala-
mus, hypothalamus, basal ganglia, brainstem, and cerebellum, 
accompanied with ventricle dilatation, intensive parenchymal Aβ 
plaques, and neurons with p-Tau.43,46 Very recently, the number 
of neurons in CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields of chimpan-
zees were found to be negatively associated with advanced aging 
but not with AD pathologies.80 In vervet monkeys, their cortical 
grey matter volume and temporal-parietal cortical thickness was 
negatively associated with age, potentially increasing the risk of 
cognitive decline.81 In general, naturally aging NHPs demonstrate 
human-AD resembling proteopathies, glial activation, but severe 
brain atrophy and cognitive decline is rarely observed, striking our 
interest into the protective mechanism preventing severe demented 
symptoms from occurring.

Advantages and disadvantages of spontaneous NHP model of 
AD
This chapter has elaborated the past and current findings of hu-
man AD-resembling pathologies in aged NHPs, including rhesus 
monkeys, cynomolgus monkeys, squirrel monkeys, and mouse 
lemurs (Table 2). Although species-to-species differences do ex-
ist, these species of NHPs demonstrate extensive Aβ depositions 
in parenchyma and cerebral vessels, some degree of Tau and p-
Tau depositions in parenchyma, rare intraneuronal accumulation 
of NFTs, glial cell activation, lemur-restricted brain atrophy, and 
mild cognitive deficits. Compared with other animal models of 
AD, naturally aging NHPs display high similarity to human AD 
because of their close phylogenetic relationship with humans, 
similar neuroanatomy, comparable genetics, and greater complex-
ity in high-order cognitive functions.2,19 Therefore, aging NHPs 
can be regarded as a promising model resembling AD that would 
improve our understanding of age-related cognitive impairment, 
disease-causing mechanisms, molecular and cellular interactions, 
and gene-environment interactions, further facilitating the de-
velopment of diagnostic techniques and therapeutic innovations. 
Nevertheless, spontaneous NHP models of AD carry a few major 
limitations. Firstly, although naturally aging NHPs spontaneously 
demonstrate Aβ proteopathies, they rarely exhibit AD-like NFTs 
or brain atrophy, suggesting some difficulty in using aged NHPs 
to analyse the interaction between Aβ, Tau, and neuronal death. 
Secondly, cognitive deficits and executive function impairments 
in aged NHPs are much milder than those in human AD, which 
may be an obstacle to assess the performance of novel therapeutic 
treatments. It is interesting to study their protective mechanisms 
against severe NFTs, brain atrophy, and cognitive decline, while 
they display severe Aβ proteopathies and ApoE ε4 homozygosity. 
Lastly, NHPs usually have a long-life expectancy, compared with 
rodent models of AD, suggesting a longer inoculation period be-
fore AD-resembling symptoms thus adding to already high costs. 

These disadvantages limit the broad use of naturally aging NHPs 
as spontaneous AD models.20

Induced NHP models of AD

Aβ oligomer (Aβo)-induced NHP models of AD
To overcome the disadvantages of spontaneous NHP models of 
AD, researchers injected Aβ oligomers or fibrils into the brains 
of rhesus monkeys and cynomolgus monkeys, to establish an in-
duced NHP model of AD. Synthetic soluble Aβ peptides were first 
injected into multiple neocortical sites of rhesus monkeys (4–5 
years old), but no AD-resembling cellular changes were noticed, 
although this may be caused by the short inoculation time or the 
solubility of the Aβ.82,83 The microinjection of plaque-equivalent 
Aβ1–40 and Aβ1–42 fibrils into the cerebral cortex of aged rhesus 
monkeys (25–28 years) resulted in diffuse Aβ depositions with 
dense cores, clusters of dystrophic neurites, profound neuronal 
loss, intensive Tau phosphorylation, and microglia proliferation 
surrounding the injection sites.84 These AD-resembling pathologi-
cal alterations are associated with age as fibrillar Aβ injection into 
young rhesus monkeys (5 years old) caused milder alterations.84 
In 2010, an induced NHP model of AD was established in middle 
aged rhesus monkeys (16–17 years old) via intracranial injection 
of Aβ1–42 and thiorphan, which inhibited Aβ clearance.85 Aβ1–42/
thiorphan-treated NHPs exhibited more significant intracellular 
Aβ1–42 accumulation, cholinergic neuronal loss and atrophy, and 
microglia and astrocyte infiltration into the basal ganglia, cor-
tex, and hippocampus of rhesus monkeys, compared with control 
monkeys.85 However, they failed to show working memory defi-
cits in DR tasks, possibly due to a short inoculation time of seven 
weeks.85 Very recently, Beckman and colleagues conducted a more 
comprehensive study. Aβo was infused into the lateral ventricles of 
four female rhesus monkeys to compare with another two monkeys 
injected with scrambled Aβ peptides and three age-matched female 
controls (11–19 years old).86 Repeated Aβo injections resulted in 
Aβ depositions near the pyramidal neurons in the dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex and reductions in spine density in the apical and 
basal dendrites in Aβo-treated NHPs exclusively, indicating Aβo-
induced interrupted synaptic integrity.86 The volume of microglia 
in Aβo-treated monkeys were enlarged in the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortices, in which active engulfment of synaptic markers by 
these microglia were noticed.86 In the dentate gyrus of Aβo-treated 
monkeys, an increased number of rounded, amoeboid, and IBA-1+ 
microglia were noted, suggesting altered innate immune responses 
induced by Aβ oligomers.86 TNF-α levels in cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) were also elevated in Aβo-treated monkeys that were asso-
ciated with an increase in microglial activation in the dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, but no there were no detectable changes in Tau 
phosphorylation and neurofilament light levels.86 In these studies, 
both soluble and insoluble Aβo or fibrils were used to establish the 
induced NHP models of AD and the administration of insoluble Aβ 
fibrils is more likely to generate Tau phosphorylation and neuronal 
atrophy in rhesus monkeys, which better replicates the pathogen-
esis observed in human AD cases. Only one study examined mem-
ory deficits after Aβo injection and no deterioration in working 
memory was seen. In future studies, a longer injection period of 
Aβo, a longer inoculation period, and more cognitive examinations 
are expected to validate whether Aβo-treated rhesus monkeys can 
be used as an appropriate NHP model of AD.87

Unlike the extensive investigations into rhesus monkeys, the 
investigations into induced models of AD using cynomolgus 
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monkeys only began in the past ten years. A well-known study 
conducted by Forny-Germano and colleagues injected synthetic 
Aβ1–42 oligomers into the brains of four female cynomolgus mon-
keys compared with three sham animals.88 The monkeys were 
younger than expected to naturally develop AD-resembling pa-
thologies and symptoms.88 The intracerebroventricular adminis-
tration of Aβo (ICV-Aβo) resulted in dense Aβ accumulation in 
the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus (dentate gyrus), striatum, and 
amygdala, but little Aβ accumulation in the midbrain or cerebel-
lum.88 Of note, whether Aβ distribution was caused by the diffu-
sion of solution or the propagation of disease-causing mechanism 
remains unknown.89 Tau hyperphosphorylation at serine residue 
396, an AD-specific epitope, was also induced in all regions with 
Aβ accumulation in the brains of ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys. 
Compared with sham-operated monkeys, Tau phosphorylation in 
ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys was significantly higher.88 The detec-
tion of high molecular mass p-Tau (>180 kDa) and low molecu-
lar mass p-Tau (<20 kDa) suggested Tau aggregates or oligomers, 
and truncated small Tau fragments in NFTs, respectively.88 P-Tau, 
characterised by early phosphorylation markers, was detected in 
the brains of ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys, as stained using AT100 
and CP13 antibodies that recognised Tau phosphorylated at ser-
ine residue 212 and threonine residue 214, and at serine residue 
202, respectively.88 NFTs were also investigated using thioflavin-
S staining, Alz59, and PHF-1, and their positive signals were de-
tected in the neocortex of ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys, resembling 
the distribution pattern of Tau tangles in human AD.88 Regarding 
glial activation, a higher number of GFAP+ astrocytes and IBA-
1+ microglia were noted in the frontal cortex, hippocampus, and 
amygdala of ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys compared with those of 
sham monkeys.88 Furthermore, synapse numbers, presynaptic and 
postsynaptic proteins, and synaptic puncta numbers were all de-
creased in ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys, compared with controls, 
while Aβo-induced apoptosis was not observed.88 In brief, this 
study successfully demonstrated an ICV-Aβo-induced NHP model 
of AD that recapitulated cardinal neuropathologies of AD except 
brain atrophy and behavioural alterations (behavioural alterations 
were not assessed in this study). The efficiency of this model is 
remarkable because cynomolgus monkeys only received one Aβ 
injection every three days for up to 24 days and they were sedated 
only one week after treatment.88 If experimenters allowed more 
time for inoculation, brain atrophy, learning decline, memory defi-
cits, and behavioural alterations may be observed, alerting future 
studies to investigate NHP in a more comprehensive way. In 2021, 
a new injection method was proposed: bilateral injection of soluble 
Aβo into the cerebral parenchyma of seven cynomolgus monkeys 
(∼20 years old).90 The authors prolonged the injection process into 
four injections over five months, followed by an eight-month in-
oculation before examination.90 Using 6E10, 4G8, silver, thiofla-
vin-S, and Congo Red staining, Aβ plaques were found throughout 
the grey matter of limbic structures and the association cortex, ac-
companied by dense cores, in Aβo-treated monkeys.90 Intracellular 
NFTs reactive with AT8 and AT100 were also detected in neurons 
and astrocytes, and their morphological features resembled those 
observed in human AD, illustrating the co-existence of Aβ and Tau 
proteopathies exclusively in Aβo-treated monkeys.90 Astrocytic 
and microglial activation surrounding Aβ plaques were also noted, 
in which the inflammasome/caspase-1 signal was also activated 
and associated with Aβ and Tau lesions.90 Most importantly, the 
signals of neurodegeneration and the expressions of necroptotic 
cell death markers were detected in Aβo-treated monkeys, while 
the density and intensity of presynaptic markers and the number of 

basal forebrain cholinergic neurons were reduced.90 In this study, 
the elevation of Aβo dosage, injection period, and inoculation pro-
cedures resulted in potential neuronal loss and brain atrophy in 
Aβo-treated monkeys, in addition to those cardinal AD features 
previously established in the Forny-Germano study. These two 
well-designed studies used ICV and intraparenchymal delivery 
methods of synthetic Aβo and presented comprehensive charac-
terisations of cynomolgus monkeys as the induced-NHP models 
of AD, including AD proteopathies, innate immune activation, in-
dicative neuronal loss, and potential brain atrophy. They provided 
novel insights into future studies using increasing dosages, injec-
tions, and inoculation times are necessary to visualise Tau pathol-
ogy and further increase the possibility of observing brain atrophy 
and behavioural alterations in NHPs.

Both ICV and intrathecal administration of Aβo (IT-Aβo) into 
the brains of vervet monkeys has been reported to build an induced 
vervet model of AD.91 Vervet monkeys received IT-Aβo 1–3 times 
a week for four weeks and were terminated at 1, 4, or 12 weeks 
after the last dose.91 ICV-Aβo-treated vervets exhibited higher 
levels of p-Tau, but all other AD-related pathologies were not as-
sessed.91 IT-Aβo-treated vervets also demonstrated more intensive 
p-Tau signal as granular cytoplasmic staining in the perikaryal, fi-
bres in the hippocampus, the dentate gyrus, the entorhinal cortex, 
and the subiculum.91 6E10+ diffuse Aβ depositions, IBA-1+ micro-
glia, and GFAP+ astrocytes were all increased in IT-Aβo-treated 
vervets compared with vehicle-treated vervets.91 Most strikingly, 
significant reductions in hippocampal volumes were observed in 
IT-Aβo-treated vervets that were terminated at four weeks after 
Aβo administration, suggesting an acute, visible brain atrophy that 
was rarely observed in either spontaneous or induced NHP model 
of AD.91 However, this study did not assess the biological compo-
nents and conformational alterations of proteopathies, the morpho-
logical changes or activation of microglia and astrocytes, the pro-
inflammatory profile in the vervet brain, and, most importantly, the 
behavioural alterations after IT-Aβo injections.

In a study of tree shrews, 12 adult males were administrated 
ICV-Aβo (Aβ1–40 peptides) and compared against six controls, 
followed by four-week inoculation period before brain imaging, 
histochemical examinations, and genetic analyses.92 As expected, 
Aβ burden, neuritic plaques, and NFTs were detected exclusively 
in the brains of ICV-Aβo-treated tree shrews.92 At four weeks post-
injection, the hippocampal areas, the thickness of cells and the size 
of cells in the CA3 and the dentate gyrus of the ICV-Aβo-treated 
tree shrews were significantly reduced, compared with untreated 
tree shrews.92 The apoptosis assay further revealed an increased 
number of TUNEL+ cells in the hippocampus, particularly in the 
dentate gyrus, of the ICV-Aβo-treated tree shrews exclusively, indi-
cating hippocampal atrophy.92 ICV-Aβo-treated tree shrews spent 
more time finding food at four weeks post-injection, reflecting al-
tered hippocampal functions.92 This study first screened differen-
tially expressed genes between ICV-Aβo-treated and control tree 
shrews at four weeks post-injection and identified downregulated 
BCL-2/BCL-XL-associated death promoter, inhibitor of apoptosis 
protein, and cytochrome C, as well as upregulated tumour necrosis 
factor receptor 1 in AD pathways.92 These apoptosis-related gene 
alterations may explain brain atrophy in ICV-Aβo-treated tree 
shrews. This study established an ICV-Aβo-induced NHP model of 
AD that comprehensively examined AD proteopathies, brain atro-
phy, glial activation, and cognitive functions. The genetic analyses 
further elucidated the potential underlying mechanisms of brain 
atrophy. Strong evidence supports the idea that Aβo-induced tree 
shrews can be a good NHP model of AD, but more sophisticated 
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examinations of their behavioural alterations are needed.
Collectively, injecting ICV-Aβo and IT-Aβo into the brains of 

NHPs can be efficient at inducing an NHP model of AD that re-
capitulates most of the cardinal features of human AD. It is ben-
eficial for the study of Aβ-associated consequences, particularly 
given the central role of Aβ in AD pathogenesis. However, high 
doses of Aβo, the precision of the surgery, and extensive inocula-
tion time all make it challenging and expensive to build a stable 
Aβo-induced NHP model of AD.20 A significant gap in knowledge 
shared by most of the current studies is the lack of behavioural 
assessments due to incomplete study design or short inoculation 
period before termination that may limit the manifestation of any 
cognitive changes. Future studies are necessary to prolong the in-
jection period and inoculation period, and allow for the incorpo-
ration of behavioural assessments that evaluate the suitability of 
Aβo-induced NHP model of AD.

Brain homogenate-induced NHP models of AD
The concept of a NHP model of AD induced by intracerebral injec-
tion of affected brain material has also been proposed. A total of 33 
marmosets received an intracerebral injection of cerebral homoge-
nates that were sourced from patients diagnosed with AD, other 
types of dementia, or myocardial infarctions as a control.93 These 
marmosets were terminated once they showed neurological signs 
or survived 4.5–6.5 years if they did not manifest behavioural ab-
normality.93 Among the AD brain homogenate-treated marmosets 
(6–7 years old), widespread Aβ plaques, dystrophic neurites, and 
CAA were observed, but no NFTs or brain atrophy were detect-
ed.93 Similar results were obtained in later studies, demonstrat-
ing that Aβ or other associated factors can initiate and accelerate 
Aβ deposition in parenchyma and cerebral vessels in marmosets 
but may not induce Tau pathology, glial activation, or neuronal 
death.94,95 Moreover, 12 mouse lemurs were bilaterally inoculated 
with brain extracts from patients with AD, leading to widespread 
Aβ and Tau proteopathies after 21-month inoculation period.96 In 
AD brain homogenate-treated lemurs, diffuse Aβ plaques, classical 
Aβ plaques, and CAA were detected throughout the brain, accom-
panied by Tau proteopathy stained by AT8, AT100, and anti-pS422 
antibodies.96 AT8+ NFTs or NFT-resembling p-Tau accumulations 
were localised around the inoculation sites (posterior cingulate 
cortex) along with the hippocampal and temporal areas.96 This 
study successfully observed slight brain atrophy in the posterior 
cingulate cortex of AD-inoculated lemurs at 0–4 months and 9–15 
months post-inoculation.96 Simultaneously, AD brain homogenate-
treated lemurs exhibited impaired learning abilities and impaired 
long-term memory performance compared with control lemurs, 
although their motor function remained intact.96 For the first time 
in primates, this study demonstrated a comprehensive NHP model 
of AD that recapitulated major AD-associated proteopathies along 
with cognitive deficits and brain atrophy, highlighting the impor-
tance of long inoculation periods in experimental design. Of note, 
the severity of NFTs, brain atrophy, and behavioural abnormalities 
are still milder in AD brain homogenate-treated lemurs compared 
with humans diagnosed with AD.

Streptozotocin (STZ)-induced NHP models of AD
STZ is a glucosamine-nitrosourea compound with a molecular 
weight of 265 Da, which was originally identified as an antibiotic 
with antimicrobial and antitumour effects.20,97 The ICV injection 
of STZ (ICV-STZ) disrupts the phosphorylation of insulin recep-
tors and blocks the insulin signalling pathway, leading to cholin-
ergic impairments in the nervous system and compromised cog-

nition and memory, mimicking the insulin resistant brain state in 
human AD.20 ICV-STZ and intraperitoneal injections of STZ can 
further degrade enzymes responsible for Aβ clearance, promote Aβ 
and Tau aggregation, glucose hypometabolism, oxidative stresses, 
and neurodegeneration.20,97 STZ has been previously injected into 
transgenic mice to build animal models of AD, suggesting their 
potential use in inducing NHP models of AD.97 Two cynomolgus 
monkeys (3 years old) received ICV-STZ (2 mg/kg) at the cerebel-
lomedullary cistern 3 times on day 1, 7, and 14, and compared with 
two cynomolgus monkeys receiving normal saline.98 In the ICV-
STZ-treated monkeys, increased sulcal markings were observed 
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 6 weeks after the first 
IVC-STZ injection, suggesting immediate diffuse brain atrophy, 
but these structural changes were resolved at 12 weeks post-injec-
tion.98 [18F]-FDG-PET was used to characterise glucose metabo-
lism in this model and revealed glucose hypometabolism in the 
precuneus, posterior cingulate, and medial temporal areas in ICV-
STZ-treated monkeys, which resembled the distributive pattern of 
glucose hypometabolism in early AD patients.98 This same group 
subsequently used the same experimental design to investigate 
molecular changes induced by ICV-STZ in female cynomolgus 
monkeys (3 years old). The mRNA expression of insulin-related 
genes was altered in the anterior part of the cerebrum, frontal cor-
tex, and hippocampus, which resembled these areas of the brain 
in patients with early AD.99 Subsequently, ICV-STZ-treated cyn-
omolgus monkeys were used to characterise the profile of 7 APP 
processing-related genes (ADAM10, ADAM17, BACE1, PSEN2, 
NCSTN, APH1A, and PSENEN) and five Tau phosphorylation-re-
lated genes (CDK5, CDK5R1, CAPN1, AKT1, and GSK3β).100 In 
ICV-STZ-treated monkeys, mRNA levels of ADAM10, ADAM17, 
PSEN2, PSENEN, NCSTN, and APH1A were significantly up-
regulated 1.6–2.1 fold in the precuneus and occipital cortex com-
pared with control monkeys, while BACE1 upregulation was only 
observed in the occipital cortex.100 Downregulation of ADAM17 
and upregulation of PSENEN and NCSTN were observed in the 
frontal cortex.100 The Tau-associated genes, CDK5R1, CAPN1, 
and GSK3β were significantly upregulated in the precuneus and 
occipital cortex.100 ICV-STZ treatment generally resulted in higher 
transcription levels of APP processing and Tau phosphorylation-
related genes in the frontal and occipital cortices, except CDK5, 
indicating that these genes might be simultaneously regulated in 
specific regions.100 In a later study, 6 cynomolgus monkeys (5–8 
years old) were used to assess ICV-STZ-induced AD-resembling 
features.101 Half of the monkeys were administrated 4 doses of 
STZ (2 mg/kg) via the cerebellomedullary cistern on weeks 0, 1, 
2, and 28, while the other half of the cohort were injected with 
artificial CSF.101 Monkeys were terminated 36 weeks after the first 
dose of ICV-STZ, which was equivalent to 8 weeks after the final 
dose of ICV-STZ.101 ICV-STZ-treated monkeys exhibited promi-
nent Aβ plaques with dense core in the parenchyma of the temporal 
cortex and dense CAA in microvessels in the insular cortex, while 
the brains of control monkeys illustrated minimal or no Aβ immu-
noreactivity, approximately four-fold different as quantified using 
immunostaining.101 In the temporal cortex and hippocampus, p-
Tau was detected in the neuronal cytoplasm as tangles and straight 
fragments, accompanied by severe cell loss, atrophy, and morpho-
logical alterations.101 Within the ventricular wall and the periven-
tricular area, densely stained GFAP+ astrocytic fibres and numer-
ous IBA-1+ microglia/macrophages with amoeboid morphology 
were observed in ICV-STZ-treated monkeys, indicating astroglio-
sis, microglial activation, and inflammatory processes.101 This 
study was the first ICV-STZ study that comprehensively assessed 
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the histology of the brain in these monkeys and demonstrated an 
induced model that resembled AD. Interestingly, monkeys that re-
ceived 3 ICV-STZ injections did not display structural changes at 
week 24, but monkeys that received 4 ICV-STZ injections on week 
28 displayed ventricular enlargement and parenchymal atrophy at 
weeks 30, 32, and 34.101 The first three doses of ICV-STZ may 
make the brain more susceptible to cerebral damage and additional 
doses may be needed to induce remarkable brain atrophy, further 
illustrating the importance of dose and inoculation time in NHP 
studies. To date, only one study has comprehensively assessed the 
microscopic and macroscopic features of ICV-STZ-treated mon-
keys, and no study has evaluated ICV-STZ-induced cognitive de-
cline and behavioural changes yet. Of note, the surgical procedures 
used in this method may cause penetration injuries that would af-
fect the general theoretical basis of the model.20 Considering these 
limitations, more studies are needed to strengthen the validity of 
this model.

Formaldehyde (FA)-induced NHP models of AD
AD is a complicated disorder that is determined by both genetic 
and environmental risk factors, including air pollution, heat waves, 
heavy metals, and others. For instance, long-term exposure to envi-
ronmental lead led to elevated expression of AD-related genes and 
transcriptional regulators (Sp1), decreased DNA methyltransferase 
activity, and increased DNA oxidative damage in aged cynomol-
gus monkey.102 FA is a highly reactive single-carbon aldehyde that 
is widely distributed in living organisms (intrinsic FA) and the en-
vironment (extrinsic FA).20,103 Endogenous FA is the by-product 
of aldehyde metabolism sourced from the oxidation of methanol, 
histone demethylation, and methylamine deamination.103 FA has 
been classified as a carcinogen and teratogen by the World Health 
Organisation.20 It is known to damage the balance of neurotrans-
mitters, influence long-term potentiation in the hippocampus, and 
influence DNA methylation that may eventually lead to memory 
decline.20 In AD, patients intrinsically accumulate excessive FA 
which then induces Aβ aggregation, Tau hyperphosphorylation 
and fibrillation, neuronal loss, memory impairment, and learning 
deficits.103 In Yang et al, 4 male rhesus monkeys (3–4 years old) 
were chronically fed with 3% methanol ad libitum and compared 
with nine control monkeys to study the chronic effects of metha-
nol exposure.104 After the variable spatial delay response task was 
performed, two methanol-treated monkeys experienced persistent 
memory decline that lasted 6 months after the feeding regimen.104 
Meanwhile, approximately 1.25 years into this study, the level of 
p-Tau in CSF was dramatically higher in methanol-treated mon-
keys compared with the control monkeys.104 Aβ plaques and p-Tau 
were identified in the parietal, temporal, frontal lobes, and the hip-
pocampus of methanol-treated monkeys exclusively.104 This study 
investigated the chronic effects of methanol and its FA metabolite 
in AD, but its results were limited by its small sample size and in-
consistent study design for each rhesus monkeys. In the following 
study, young rhesus monkeys (5–8 years old) were administrated 
with ICV-FA injections over 12 months to study FA-induced ef-
fects.105 ICV-FA-treated monkeys exhibited Aβ plaques, neuritic-
like plaques, NFT-like formations, higher level of p-Tau, neuronal 
loss, and activated astrocytes and microglia in their hippocampus, 
entorhinal cortex, and prefrontal cortex, compared with con-
trols.105 Similarly, ICV-FA-treated monkeys illustrated significant 
spatial working memory impairments.105 In these two studies of 
FA-induced NHP models of AD, FA-treated NHPs demonstrated 
consistent Aβ depositions, Tau hyperphosphorylation, and mem-
ory impairment. Nevertheless, the method of methanol feeding 

requires modification as methanol itself is associated with side ef-
fects that are hard to distinguish based on histological examination 
and behaviour assessment.20

Advantages and disadvantages of induced NHP models of AD
This chapter has discussed current studies that used ICV-Aβo, IT-
Aβo, AD brain homogenate, ICV-STZ, methanol, and ICV-FA to 
induce NHP models of AD (Table 2). Aged NHPs share great simi-
larities with human, including neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, 
complicated behaviours, and complex emotions, making them ideal 
models for human disorders. The application of Aβo, AD brain ho-
mogenate, STZ, and FA further fills the gap between naturally ag-
ing NHPs and human with AD by inducing Tau hyperphosphoryla-
tion, potential fibrillisation of p-Tau, neuronal loss, brain atrophy, 
cognitive decline, and memory impairment. Most importantly, the 
injection or feeding of AD-associated inducers allow the emer-
gence of AD-associated pathologies and behaviours at the young 
adult age in NHPs rather than at the elder age in naturally aged 
NHPs, which greatly limits financial needs and shortens experi-
mental procedures. Nevertheless, all current modelling methods are 
associated with limitations. First, the dose, injection period, and in-
oculation period vary between studies and the procedures have not 
been standardised. Studying two well-designed Aβo-induced NHP 
studies, increasing the dosage, prolonging the injection period, and 
extending the inoculation period up to two years may allow NHPs 
to develop all AD-resembling pathologies and symptoms, most im-
portantly, brain atrophy and cognitive decline.88,90 The occurrence 
of brain atrophy and cognitive decline is hardly observed in sponta-
neous NHP models of AD, but they are severely affected in patients 
with AD, suggesting their importance in therapeutic development 
and validation in AD models. Secondly, the study design of con-
structing an induced NHP model of AD awaits great improvement. 
Many studies only included two or three NHPs in the treatment 
group, so the presentation of AD-resembling pathologies may be 
a result of chance. A more comprehensive assessments of induced 
NHPs is encouraged, including the examinations of Aβ plaques, 
CAA, p-Tau, NFTs, glial activation, inflammatory profile, neuronal 
death, brain atrophy, and behavioural changes. A more standardised 
evaluation of NHP models will contribute to better communica-
tion between studies, making the ultimate use of time and capital 
in each study, and leading to more efficient construction of a well-
recognised standardised NHP model of AD. In addition, given the 
incomplete understanding of AD aetiology, all artificially induced 
models are based on a specific hypothesis of AD, making it hard 
for one NHP model to fully recapitulate AD pathologies and symp-
toms.20 Constructing such models should be one of the main focus-
es and obstacles in this field. More efforts are expected to improve 
methodology, increase consistency, and eventually standardise the 
protocol of induced NHP models of AD.

Evaluation of NHP models of AD
While spontaneous and induced NHP models of AD are still being 
developed, the methods and techniques used to assess hallmarks 
of AD in these models must be standardised simultaneously. Most 
of the diagnostic techniques used in human AD studies and the 
behavioural tests used in rodent models of AD have been applied 
in NHP models of AD to evaluate disease pathology and treatment 
efficacy. Common clinical examinations include Aβ PET scan, 
MRI, and electroencephalogram (EEG), while biofluid samples, 
such as CSF and plasma samples, are mainly used in laboratory 
tests. Various behavioural and cognitive tests, which are specific to 
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NHP models of AD, have also been recently developed.

Brain imaging
Aβ PET scans are broadly used in clinical settings for AD diag-
nosis and increasingly used in NHP models of AD. The common 
tracer used in human studies, Pittsburgh Compound B (11C-PIB), 
is not suitable for use in aged rhesus monkeys, squirrel monkeys, 
or chimpanzees.106 18F-Fluoroazabenzoxazoles (MK-3328), devel-
oped by Merck, has shown promising results for rhesus monkeys, 
which will be discussed in the next chapter.107 Besides Aβ PET 
scans, 18F-ASEM which targets the nicotinic acetylcholine recep-
tor has also been used in a NHP model.108

MRIs have also been used in NHP models of AD to evaluate 
disease progression. Gary and colleagues induced AD-like symp-
toms in 12 middle-aged mouse lemurs (∼3.5 years old) by intrac-
erebral injections of brain extracts from AD patients, followed by 
an 18-month inoculation and monitoring with a 7.0 Tesla spectrom-
eter.109 Progressive cerebral atrophy was observed.109 MRI was also 
applied in middle-aged and aged vervet monkeys to investigate the 
associations between brain volumetrics and other AD markers.75 
Smaller MRI volumes in the right prefrontal, left inferior, and left 
posterior temporal cortex were found to be associated with high-
er levels of pTau-181 in CSF.75 Similar age-related brain volume 
changes in young and old vervet monkeys were also reported using 
MRI.81 Additionally, MRI has been used to examine amyloid-related 
imaging abnormalities, a potentially serious side effect in clinical tri-
als for AD that is closely associated with CAA. Aged squirrel mon-
keys showed both edematous and hyperintense types of amyloid-re-
lated imaging abnormalities, accompanied by reactive astrocytosis, 
microgliosis, infiltration of systemic inflammatory/immune cells, 
damage to axons and myelin, and hemosiderin deposition.110

EEG and electromyogram (EMG)
EEG and EMG are common clinical methods for monitoring brain 
function, but neither has been widely used in NHP models. Gary 
and colleagues applied EEG and EMG coupling analysis in their 
mouse lemur model of AD. Briefly, after inoculation with brain 
extracts from AD patients, slow wave EEG frequencies were ob-
served with a lower delta frequency and a higher theta frequency 
in the experimental group, compared with the control-inoculated 
group.109 New EEG devices designed specifically for rhesus mon-
keys have also been reported,111 which could greatly facilitate the 
studies of NHP models.

Laboratory tests
Many of the current clinical laboratory diagnostic methods have 
also been used in studies of NHP models of AD, including the 
CSF biomarker assay, cell biology examination, and histological 
staining. Chen and colleagues measured Aβ1–40, Aβ1–42, t-Tau, and 
P-Tau181P in 329 vervet monkeys and found similar changes in 
these biomarkers as in human AD patients.112 Increased levels of 
FA in CSF were found in aged rhesus monkeys and the levels were 
negatively associated with the Aβ burden.113

Immunohistochemical staining is broadly used in NHP mod-
els of AD. In a study comparing 6-month-old APP/PS1 mice, 
∼31-year-old rhesus monkeys, and ∼86-year-old humans, mito-
chondrial clusters were found surrounding Aβ plaques in all three 
species.114 Larger particles of lipofuscin, a deposit of oxidised li-
pids and proteins, and greater plaque-associated astrocyte activa-
tion were found in the brains of monkeys and human participants. 
Extensive non-ramified microglia were also noticed.114 T cell in-
filtration was found in the white matter of the parenchyma of the 

aged monkeys,115 resembling human AD. Other AD-resembling 
pathological characteristics, such as Aβ plaques, dendritic spine 
loss, Tau, p-Tau, and activated astrocytes, were also found in NHP 
models of AD.86,109 These data demonstrate similar pathological 
features shared by both aged NHP and human subjects.

Behavioural tests
Monkeys have a rich behavioural repertoire that lends themselves 
as suitable for translational studies of human cognition.18 Many 
behavioural tests have also been developed in NHP models.

Cognitive and learning tests

A computerised visuospatial learning task
After a stimulus is presented to a monkey, the computer screen 
becomes blank. Following a 2-s delay, three objects are presented. 
The monkey is expected to choose the original object. Usually 20 
trials/session are presented over 20 consecutive sessions.116

Manual delayed match to position task
A test of working memory capacity in a Wisconsin General Testing 
Apparatus.29,85,117 It assesses monkeys’ ability to correctly identify 
the location of a food reward that they previously saw hidden, fol-
lowing various delays.115,118

DNMS task
A benchmark task of learning and recognition memory that meas-
ures a monkeys’ ability to distinguish between a recently presented 
object and a novel object following a delay period of 10 s. Once 
this is learned, additional tests of recognition memory will be per-
formed after delays of 2 mins and 10 mins. Outputs of the acquisi-
tion phase, 2-min delay phase, and 10-min delay phase are used as 
measurements of learning and recognition memory.115,119–121

Computerised delayed match to sample (DMTS) task
This task begins with a pre-training session known as “shaping 
procedures” followed by a DMTS trial. In the previous apparatus, 
colour choice selections are made by pressing clear push keys with 
light emitting diodes located behind them. The current apparatus is 
equipped with touch-sensitive computer monitors that presents the 
colour choices automatically.118

Circular platform test
Spatial performance is assessed in a circular platform apparatus, 
which is a modified version of the Barnes maze, specifically adapt-
ed for mouse lemurs.122,123

Visual discrimination test (mouse lemurs)
The cognition of mouse lemurs is evaluated in an apparatus adapt-
ed from the Lashley jumping stand apparatus, a vertical cage made 
of plywood walls, except for the front panel, which is a one-way 
mirror allowing observation. Two discrimination tasks are per-
formed, a learning task and a long-term memory task. These tests 
involve a succession of visual discrimination tasks, during which 
the mouse lemur must jump from a heightened central platform to 
one of two lateral boards.109 One of the boards allows access to a 
reinforcing chamber containing a positive reward (the possibility 
of reaching a safe nestbox for a 2-min rest).109

Touchscreen-based cognitive testing
Mouse lemurs are trained individually in customised, sound-atten-
uated Bussey-Saksida Touchscreen Chambers.124 Lemurs receive 
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one training session per day. Each session lasts for a maximum 
duration of 30 (pre-training sessions) or 60 (sessions during ac-
tual cognitive testing) mins or until 30 trials have been completed 
by the respective subject. All lemurs are naïve to the touchscreen 
setup and must undertake a pre-training procedure before they be-
gin the actual cognitive task. The pre-training procedure consists 
of five different stages (PT 1 to PT 5), during which the lemurs 
procedurally learn to interact with random, pictorial pre-training 
stimuli presented in one of two possible response windows on the 
touchscreen for a reward. The actual cognitive test, a pairwise dis-
crimination/pairwise discrimination reversal, includes two funda-
mentally different stages: an initial, visual PD acquisition stage 
followed by a PDR procedure.51,124

T-maze
This test is designed based on earlier studies in rats and macaques 
and is scaled for the relative size of NHPs. Each monkey is intro-
duced into the maze in a series of stages. Following pre-training, 
monkeys are trained on the spatial DNMS tasks. The monkey is only 
rewarded if it enters the correct choice arm. This learning phase con-
tinues for four trials/day, five days/week, until the animal achieves a 
criterion of 36 correct responses in 40 consecutive trials.125

DRST Object and Spatial
This tests monkeys’ working memory capacities by requiring them 
to identify a new stimulus among an increasing array of serially 
presented, familiar stimuli using spatial and subsequent nonspatial 
(objects) stimuli. The span of correct responses across trials is a 
measurement of working memory.115,119

Conceptual set shifting task
This tests monkeys’ executive function by requiring them to learn 
rules that are not explicitly learned. It resembles the Wisconsin 
Card Sorting Task: once a task is learned, the “rule” is switched, so 
that monkeys must shift to learn a new rule. The errors monkeys 
make, specifically the perseverative errors made after set shifting, 
is the measurement of executive function.115

Spatial reversal learning
A stimulus tray with three identical, equally spaced wells is used. 
The correct response is to displace the plaque on the positive side 
and obtain the food reward. The outcome measure is the total num-
ber of trials required for three sequential reversals.119,126

Inhibitory control of behaviour (squirrel monkeys)
The apparatus is a clear Plexiglas box with one open side bait-
ed with a treat. The box is locked into place on a horizontal tray 
secured to a tripod placed in front of each monkey’s cage. After 
initial training, the box opening is oriented towards different di-
rections, the direction of each reach attempt and the hand used on 
successful retrievals are recorded.127

Motor function assays

Motor function assay
NHPs are placed on a platform. Distance travelled and movement 
speed are quantified for each NHP using a commercially avail-
able video-tracking system in accordance with the published pro-
cedures.128,129

Accelerating rotarod task (mouse lemurs)
Mouse lemurs are placed on a 5-cm-diameter rotating cylinder 

turning at 20 rotations per minute (rpm). The rod then accelerates 
steadily up to 40 rpm until the end of the test, which is reached 
when the animal falls or grips onto the rod during at least three 
consecutive turns without stabilising its balance. Latency to fall 
off or grip the rod is recorded for each trial. Mouse lemurs will 
take five consecutive trials, and the best result is recorded with the 
values expressed in seconds.109

Gait speed (usual walking speed)
The time a NHP takes to traverse a minimum of three feet at a 
normal pace without provocation is recorded as its usual walking 
speed via stopwatch. The measurements of usual walking speed 
are conducted during the day (07:00–16:00 hours) over the course 
of a month before necropsy. A minimum of five valid instances are 
used to calculate the mean speed.75,130

Applications of NHP models of AD:

PET imaging and tracer validation
Although the gold-standard diagnosis of AD is the post-mortem 
examination of Aβ and Tau proteopathies, the field is currently 
evolving the diagnostic criteria into a suite of neuroimaging and 
fluid biomarkers to identify pre-clinical and prodromal patients 
with biomarker positivity before the onset of dementia symp-
toms. CSF measurements of Aβ and Tau, and PET imaging of Aβ 
burden are currently the most advanced and accurate diagnostic 
tools that are restricted in research settings and clinical trials. To 
further improve the diagnostic accuracy and sensitivity, develop-
ing various neuroimaging techniques and identifying AD-specific 
radiopharmaceuticals that allow the non-invasive appraisal of Aβ 
or Tau lesions are encouraged.2 Given the similarity of neuroanat-
omy, genetics, and protein homology between NHPs and humans, 
NHPs can make great contributions to the pre-clinical evolution 
of AD-associated radiopharmaceuticals regarding safe evaluation, 
kinetics mimicking, selectivity, and specificity assessments.2 Four 
[18F]Fluoroazabenzoxazoles PET tracers, including [18F]MK-
3328, [18F]AD-269, [18F]AD-278, and [18F]AD-265, were evalu-
ated for their in vitro binding to human Aβ plaques, lipophilicity, 
and blood-brain barrier permeability in rhesus monkeys.107 [18F]
MK-3328 illustrated the best combination of low in vivo binding 
potential in white matter and cortical grey matter, low lipophilicity, 
and high affinity for Aβ plaques in rhesus monkeys.107 [18F]MK-
3328 was subsequently tested in AD patients, showing punctuate, 
displaceable binding in the cortical grey matter without binding 
in the cerebellum.107,131 It was then tested in clinical trials among 
healthy controls and AD patients, but only fulfilled phase one until 
its premature termination.131 NHP models can play a fundamen-
tal role in PET tracer development and safety evaluations, pav-
ing the road towards clinical trials involving human participants. 
γ-secretase modulators (GSM) and synthesised [11C]SGSM-15606 
were developed to visualise the distribution of γ-secretase in one 
male rhesus monkey (13 years old).132 This γ-secretase-based PET 
radioligand demonstrated high selectivity and high brain intake, in 
the midbrain and anterior cingulate cortex.132 This study provides 
the first molecular neuroimaging of γ-secretase, which not only 
facilitates the investigation of the role of Aβ and γ-secretase in 
AD pathogenesis, but also helps in drug assessment and develop-
ment.133 In addition to the development and validation of novel 
PET tracers using NHPs, some studies also use NHPs to evalu-
ate the association between different tracers targeting Aβ plaques, 
glucose metabolism, mitochondrial proteins, and acetylcholine 
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receptors, aimed at improving our understanding of AD pathogen-
esis.134,135

Beyond molecular neuroimaging of Aβ plaques and Aβ-related 
proteins, other studies have also evaluated novel PET tracers 
for neuroimaging of AD-associated proteins or receptors. 11C-
LSN3172176 was synthesised to visualise the M1 muscarinic ace-
tylcholine receptor (mAChR) in rhesus monkeys.136 mAChR plays 
a critical role in learning and memory and is tightly associated 
with cognitive decline in neurological disorders, including AD.136 
11C-LSN3172176 displayed rapid metabolism, fast kinetics, and 
high uptake in the brains of rhesus monkeys, while its uptake 
was significantly reduced with pre-treatment with scopolamine 
and AZD6088.136 The validity examination of 11C-LSN3172176 
in NHPs suggested that it may be the first optimal radiotracer 
for mAChR.137,138 Furthermore, as dysregulation of microtubule 
is associated with AD, [11C]MPC-6827 was developed to image 
microtubules and assess reproducibility in male cynomolgus mon-
keys.139 Soluble epoxide hydrolase is a bifunctional enzyme, and 
its dysregulation is associated with neuropathologic disorders, in-
cluding AD.140 A novel PET tracer for imaging soluble epoxide 
hydrolase, [18F]FNDP, was first tested in the brains of baboons 
and demonstrated high and rapid brain uptake.140 Given the high 
similarities between NHPs and human, NHPs have become in-
volved in the evaluation of novel AD-associated PET tracers to 
pave the way towards clinical translation in human subjects. NHP 
models of AD are more valuable than rodent models of AD in the 
pre-clinical assessment of neuroimaging biomarkers because they 
can resolve many concerns, including the safety, kinetics, sensi-
tivity, and specificity of PET tracers, which reduces the cost of 
unnecessary clinical trials and increases the translational rate of 
novel PET tracers.

Active immunotherapy (vaccination)
Active immunotherapy, or preventative immunisation, uses inacti-
vated virus, bacteria, or part of these pathogens to stimulate the pa-
tient’s immune system to generate antibodies against the pathogen, 
such as against Aβ in AD. A cocktail of human Aβ peptides were 
injected into five aged vervet monkeys over 10 months, leading 
to the generation of plasma anti-Aβ antibodies that could recog-
nise monomeric and oligomeric Aβ instead of full-length APP.141 
Immunisation with human Aβ peptides also resulted in increased 
plasma levels of Aβ1–40 at day 300, accompanied by significantly 
lower levels of CSF Aβ1–40 and Aβ1–42 at day 100, suggesting the 
controversial “peripheral sink hypothesis”.141 Of note, all vervet 
monkeys recruited in this study already demonstrated severe Aβ 
plaques and CAA prior to active immunisation, but the authors did 
not compare parenchymal and vascular Aβ burden pre- and post-
immunisation.141 Active immunisation studies using NHPs should 
use young, disease-free NHPs to enable researchers to observe 
the effects of the vaccine. Subsequently, 25 young, disease-free 
mouse lemurs were used to observe antibody responses after im-
munisation with Aβ1–42 and its derivatives, including K6Aβ1–30, 
K6Aβ1–30[E18E19], and Aβ1–30[E18E19].142 K6Aβ1–30 resulted in 
high, stable anti-Aβ IgG responses in multiple mouse lemurs, so 
researchers chose this derivative for further immunisation in older 
primates.142 Cynomolgus monkeys were also immunised with the 
Aβ vaccine combined with prior immunisation of a diphtheria-
tetanus toxoid vaccine.143 Very recently, optimised ACI-24, a li-
posome vaccine designed to generate anti-Aβ antibody responses 
without simultaneous T cell activation, was also tested on young 
four cynomolgus monkeys in a pre-clinical study.144 Vaccinated 
cynomolgus monkeys generated high levels of IgG antibodies 

against pyroglutamate Aβ.144 These studies revealed several roles 
for NHPs in pre-clinical studies of AD vaccination, including vac-
cine tolerance, kinetic assessment, and long-term monitoring of 
side effects, aiding the translational application of AD vaccines 
in human subjects. Additionally, assessing whether an Aβ vaccine 
can ameliorate AD-associated pathologies is critical. Multiple spe-
cies of NHPs, including rhesus monkeys, cynomolgus monkeys, 
and pigtailed monkeys, were immunised using aggregated Aβ1–42 
admixed with monophosphoryl lipid A as an adjuvant for five con-
secutive times within 14 weeks, followed by six-months of moni-
toring.145 While all animals developed a strong, sustained level 
of anti-Aβ IgG antibodies in serum, only 80% of the aged NHPs 
generated detectable antibodies and their immune responses were 
more delayed and weaker compared with the younger monkeys.145 
Comparing the pre- and post-immunisation levels of CSF Aβ and 
Tau, slight decreases in CSF Aβ1–42, increases in Tau, and differ-
ences in Tau/Aβ1–42 ratio were observed in the aged population.145 
Regarding the Aβ burden at the pre- and post-immunisation stages, 
this study only compared histopathologic examinations in all im-
munised NHPs and non-immunised NHPs and they performed Aβ 
PET scanning at baseline.145 Overall, compared with rodent mod-
els of AD, NHPs are the superior models of AD that can accurately 
predict how long a vaccine will generate antibodies and how ad-
verse effects will present in pre-clinical studies. The simultaneous 
use of a rodent model and NHP model are encouraged to obtain ro-
bust information prior to clinical trials involving human subjects.2 
In the last two decades, young and disease-free NHP models of AD 
have been mainly used to evaluate the safety and tolerance of AD 
vaccines in pre-clinical studies. In future studies, young, disease-
free NHPs are expected to be examined by PET neuroimaging of 
Aβ and Tau pre- and post-immunisation to estimate whether AD 
vaccines can prevent or post-pone the occurrence of AD patholo-
gies before clinical trials.

Therapeutic development and validation

Passive immunotherapy (mAb)
The field has developed advanced techniques to identify patients at 
the asymptomatic phase for early management, aiming at postpon-
ing clinical symptoms or reversing pathogenetic mechanisms, but 
no DMTs have been granted expecting symptom-modifying treat-
ments. The current symptom-modifying treatments of AD include 
inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase enzyme (AChE) (donepezil, gal-
antamine, and rivastigmine) and N-methyl-D aspartate (NMDA) 
receptor antagonists (memantine).146 Donepezil could ameliorate 
spatial cognition deficits and protect neurons from senility in an 
Aβo-induced tree shrew model of AD,147 while memantine has 
demonstrated partial effectiveness in resolving spatial memory 
impairment.123 Given the improved understanding of AD in re-
cent decades, some researchers advocate that AD may be caused 
by an impairment of innate immunity, and that it may be treated 
by tools of adaptive immunity.148 The administration of anti-Aβ 
and anti-Tau mAb might be effective passive immunotherapies 
of AD.146 NHPs are rarely involved in the pre-clinical testing of 
mAb therapies. Only one study re-engineered a single chain Fv 
antibody against Aβ with a fusion protein with mAb against the 
human insulin receptor to develop mAb-based therapy of AD that 
can cross the human blood-brain barrier.149 Given the currently 
available spontaneous and induced NHP models of AD, essential 
pre-clinical studies involving NHPs are expected to test the safety, 
efficiency, and long-term adverse effects of mAb treatments of AD 
prior to the translation into clinical trials involving human subjects. 
The field is investigating numerous human resources and financial 
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investments into the clinical trials of mAb treatments, but its low 
translational rate is remarkable.146 One possible explanation is that 
the human subjects recruited by clinical trials are already too old to 
be treated by mAb treatments. In addition to rodent models of AD, 
recruiting NHP models of AD at middle age in pre-clinical studies 
will contribute to identification of the effects of mAb treatments 
and selecting the most promising mAb treatments, facilitating fur-
ther translational work with controlled budgets.

AD pathogenesis-associated treatments
While anti-Aβ or anti-Tau mAb treatments target the cardinal fea-
tures of AD, AD is also associated with neuroprotective factors 
and many receptors that may have therapeutic potential. Patho-
logical alterations in neuronal circuits and synapses may explain 
the link between AD proteopathies and cognitive impairment.150 
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is tightly associated 
with neuronal survival in the entorhinal cortex and maintenance 
of synaptic plasticity in learning and memory.150 In adult and aged 
rhesus monkeys, lentiviral vectors expressing BDNF genes were 
delivered into their entorhinal cortices.116 BDNF prevented lesion-
induced neuronal death in the entorhinal cortex, reversed neuronal 
size in the entorhinal cortex, and ameliorated age-related impair-
ments in visuospatial cognition.116 Based on these preliminary re-
sults, the first-in-human clinical trial that test whether AVV2-BD-
NF gene therapy will slow or prevent neuronal loss in the brains of 
patients with early AD will start shortly (www.clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT05040217). Furthermore, the cholinergic system is 
also a critical focus of therapeutic development in AD, such as do-
nepezil, one of the granted symptom-modifying treatments of AD. 
The fourth subtype of mAChR, M4, participates in the actions of 
acetylcholine and has become a new target to modify behavioural 
and cognitive alterations in AD.151 Very recently, the effect of an 
M4 receptor was characterised in six adult rhesus monkeys.151 This 
compound improved cognitive abilities in the object retrieval de-
tour task and the visuospatial paired-associates learning, suggest-
ing its potential in modifying AD symptoms.151 However, whether 
this novel compound is superior to the existing AChE inhibitors for 
AD requires further investigation.

Drug repurposing
The translation from laboratory discoveries into clinical applica-
tions of novel therapeutics takes substantial amounts of time and 
human resources in addition to being accompanied by a high fail-
ure rate. Thus, the repurposing of “old” drugs with approved safety, 
tolerance, and adverse effects to treat common and rare diseases is 
becoming a popular.152 AD has long been associated with diabetes. 
A high sugar/high fat diet, physical inactivity, and mental stress all 
lead to hyperglycaemia, which is the main feature of insulin resist-
ance and diabetes, further resulting in cognitive deterioration.153 
The brains of human subjects with AD are characterised by defec-
tive insulin signalling and impaired glucose metabolism, indicating 
that anti-diabetic treatments may be promising DMTs for AD.154 In 
2018, liraglutide, a glucagon-like peptide 1 analog developed to 
treat type 2 diabetes, was tested in Aβo-induced NHP model of 
AD.154 Based on the Aβo-induced NHP protocol established by 
Forny-Germano’s study, six NHP models of AD, using cynomol-
gus monkeys, were established via ICV-Aβo injection once every 
three days consecutively for up to 24 days.154 Two of the six NHP 
models received daily subcutaneous injections of liraglutide be-
ginning one week prior to ICV-Aβo injection and lasted until the 
end of the ICV-Aβo injections.154 ICV-Aβo-treated monkeys ex-
hibited diffuse Aβ peptides, p-Tau, tangle formation, synapse loss, 

and glial activation, which recapitulated many AD features.154 Re-
duced levels of insulin receptors were observed in the frontal cor-
tex, hippocampus, and amygdala.154 Comparing ICV-Aβo-treated 
and ICV-Aβo/liraglutide-treated monkeys, the administration of 
liraglutide conferred modest protection against the loss of synap-
tophysin, reduced density of synapses, and hyperphosphorylation 
of Tau in the hippocampus, frontal cortex, and amygdala.154 This 
study illustrated the possible association between Aβ and insulin 
dysregulation, further strengthening the theory that glucose hypo-
metabolism and insulin receptor signalling is closely associated 
with AD. The protective effects of the anti-diabetes treatment, lira-
glutide, against AD-associated proteopathies and neuronal insulin 
signalling were also demonstrated, even though full protection 
was not achieved. Obviously, strengthening synapses and restor-
ing neuronal insulin signalling are insufficient to treat AD, so the 
combination of anti-diabetic treatments and other therapeutics may 
be administrated concurrently to modify AD progression. Another 
anti-diabetic drug, pioglitazone, which has an unclear biochemi-
cal mechanism of action and may be associated with mitochondria 
functions and oxidative stress, was also tested on male vervet mon-
keys to treat neurodegenerative disorders.155 In the last five years, 
with increasing awareness of the association between diabetes and 
AD, the repurposing of anti-diabetic drugs for AD treatment has 
been launched and NHP models of AD are useful to assess their 
therapeutic effects prior to clinical trials involving human subjects.

Although the amyloid theory has dominated the AD field for 
decades, its low clinical translational rate raises concerns that AD 
may not be fully explained by Aβ. Recent large-scale genome-
wide association studies have identified over 130 susceptibility 
loci associated with AD risks and over half of them implicate a 
role for the innate immune system.148 Innate immune responses 
are altered in both the central and peripheral pool, including mi-
croglial activation, astrocyte activation, monocyte alteration, and 
AD-associated pro-inflammatory profiles.148,156,157 Consequently, 
drug repurposing of anti-inflammatory drugs has become a plausi-
ble approach to treat AD. Dimebolin (latrepirdine), a non-selective 
anti-histamine drug, has indicated its effectiveness in modifying 
dementia symptoms in the initial trials.158 It was then tested on 
young adult (11–17 years old) and aged (20–31 years old) rhesus 
monkeys to evaluate its modulation of cognition.159 In both young 
adult and aged rhesus monkeys, dimebolin increased performance 
on DMTS tasks, manifesting acutely improved working memory 
and a protracted response for at least 24 hours.159 In 2015, ibu-
profen, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, was tested on five 
to seven conscious cynomolgus monkeys and 16 healthy subjects, 
and further compared the subsequent Aβ burden levels after the 
administration of GSM-1.160 A single dose of GSM-1 significantly 
reduced the ratio of Aβ1–42:Aβ1–40 in plasma and CSF, but a single 
high dose of ibuprofen did not modulate the plasma levels of Aβ 
in cynomolgus monkeys and human subjects.160 The GSM activ-
ity of ibuprofen was not detected in this study, which is consistent 
with previous conclusions that only long-term administration of 
ibuprofen would confer moderate protection against AD.160,161 As 
indicated by genomic studies, the development of innate immune 
boosters that can promote innate phagocytosis of Aβ is also ex-
pected to resolve AD proteopathies.148

Lifestyle modifications
Given the limited options of DMTs and the restricted applica-
tions of early diagnostic tools in AD, effective preventive strat-
egies are highly encouraged to reduce an individual’s exposure 
to AD-associated risk factors, including dietary interventions, 
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physical activity, and sleeping improvement.162 Calorie restriction 
may prevent Aβ accumulation in rodent models of AD by promot-
ing NAD+-dependent SIRT1 mediated deacetylase activity.163 A 
30% calorie restriction in squirrel monkeys reduced the levels of 
Aβ1–42 and Aβ1–40, and the reduced portion of Aβ peptides were 
inversely associated with SIRT1 protein in the temporal cortex of 
squirrel monkeys.163 Most interestingly, this 30% calorie restric-
tion elevated the activity of α-secretase but did not alter that of 
β- or γ-secretase, as supported by decreased ROCK1 protein in the 
same brain region.163 This study demonstrated the Aβ modulating 
ability of calorie restriction for the first time, but the authors did 
not compare other AD-associated pathologies or the differences in 
cognitive decline between the treatment and control groups. The 
30% calorie restriction also reduced stress responsiveness without 
affecting orientation and attention behaviour in 44 rhesus monkeys 
(19–31 years old).164 Their stress reactivity was associated with 
brain atrophy in regions responsible for emotional regulation and 
microstructural tissue density, and this relationship was also re-
duced by 30% calorie restriction.164 It is expected that future stud-
ies would first construct spontaneous or induced NHP models of 
AD and then deliver calorie restriction to specifically assess its 
modulation of AD-associated pathologies and behaviours. To be 
more specific about diet, the dietary amino acid L-serine in tofu 
and seaweeds slowed the development of tangles and Aβ plaques 
in NHPs and human subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclero-
sis.165,166 An interesting study compared Western diet, mimicking 
the diet consumed by American women (40–49 years old), and 
Mediterranean diet using middle-aged (11–13 years old) female 
cynomolgus monkeys.167 The Western diet group presented higher 
grey matter volume and cortical thickness in the temporoparietal 
regions, which may confer protection against AD but may also be 
caused by neuroinflammation.167 The volume of white matter was 
reduced in the Western diet group but remained intact in the Medi-
terranean group, coinciding with early biomarkers of AD neuropa-
thology.167 The observation of healthy diet and calorie restriction 
indicates that lifestyle modification can confer protection against 
AD even though their underlying mechanisms remain inconclu-
sive, and their protective strengths remain low.

Chinese medicine in tree shrews
In China and other East Asian countries, a wide range of tradi-
tional Chinese medical herbs have been used as therapeutic and 
preventative strategies for numerous disorders for thousands 
of years. Panax ginseng C.A. Mey. (ginseng) is one of the most 
well-known and valuable traditional medical herbs conferring 
anti-inflammatory, anti-tumour, and anti-oxidative effects.168 Gin-
senosides, the major pharmacologically active ingredient of gin-
seng, possess strong AChE inhibitory potential, greatly improv-
ing cognitive and memory decline in AD.168 Ginsenosides play a 
neuroprotective role in AD by inhibiting Aβ aggregation and Tau 
hyperphosphorylation, ameliorating inflammation, reducing apop-
tosis, promoting neurotrophic factors, and improving mitochondri-
al dysfunctions.168 In 2020, a cohort of male Chinese tree shrews 
were administrated intra-hippocampal injections of Aβo (Aβ25–35) 
or control saline (CT group) to establish an induced NHP model of 
AD.169 Six groups of the animals subsequently received intraperi-
toneal intragastric administration of donepezil (DN group), intra-
peritoneal intragastric administration of Ginsenoside Rg1 (GRg1) 
with low, middle, or high doses, or control saline solution (AD 
group) orally for eight weeks.169 GRg1 oral treatment led to cog-
nitive improvement, as assessed by Morris water maze, and de-
creased levels of Tau in the hippocampus and cortex in the DN and 

GRg1 groups.169 More specifically, tree shrews in the middle and 
high-GRg1 groups had significantly lower numbers of Tau+ cells, 
compared with the low-GRg1 group and the DN group.169 The 
subsequent 16S ribosomal RNA sequencing illustrated different 
profiles of gut microbiota between the different groups, in which 
middle and high doses of GRg1 modified the gut microbiota to 
resemble the CT group.169 After screening for the optimal dosage 
of GRg1 for AD modification, another cohort of tree shrew models 
of AD were established via ventricle injections of Aβo (Aβ25–35), 
followed by a high dose of GRg1 only.170 GRg1 inhibited the ex-
pression of β-secretase 1 but promoted the expressions of microtu-
bule-associated protein 2 and FOX-3 in the hippocampus of Aβo/
GRg1-treated tree shrews compared with the Aβo-treated group.170 
Aβo/GRg1-treated tree shrews also demonstrated lower levels of 
Aβ, p-Tau, and the pro-apoptotic factor Bax and increased levels 
of BCL-2 in the hippocampus and cortex, compared with the Aβo-
treated group.170 More recently, GRg1 was shown to increase the 
antioxidant activities of SOD, CAT, GPx and reduce the inflam-
matory factors interleukin-1 and IBA-1.171 The ratio of BCL-2 to 
Bax was increased in the Aβo/GRg1-treated group, accompanied 
by reduced expression of Caspase-3, GSK-3β, and β-catenin.171 In 
brief, high doses of GRg1 are promising at alleviating oxidative 
stresses, pro-inflammatory markers, pro-apoptotic activities, AD-
associated proteopathies, and cognitive deficits induced by Aβo 
injections in tree shrews.170,171 GRg1 oral treatment is also closely 
associated with gut microbiota AD by altering the abundances of 
Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, and Lactobacil-
laceae.169,170 These studies utilized appropriate study design, com-
prehensive histological assessment, and cognitive exanimation, 
forming a theoretical basis for the examination of GRg1 in clinical 
trials involving human subjects.

Future directions
It is anticipated that the NHP model of AD will be used in more 
and more AD drug development projects, to evaluate the drug ad-
ministration routes, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, tolera-
bility, safety, and most importantly, the drug efficacy prior to Phase 
I clinical trials. Thus, great effort is needed to improve the current 
NHP models of AD, particularly in imaging, laboratory biomark-
ers and behavioral tests for drug efficacy evaluation. Aβ PET scan 
with appropriate radioisotope labeled tracers will be applied in the 
next couple of years, together with novel blood and urine biomark-
ers. These studies will therefore provide necessary data and solid 
evidence to facilitate clinical trials in human subjects.

Conclusions
After the first identification of AD over 100 years ago, the field 
is still attempting to understand the fundamental aetiology and 
pathogenesis underlying AD. The application of animal models of 
AD that fully recapitulate AD-associated pathologies and symp-
toms can greatly advance our understanding of the molecular, cel-
lular, physiological, and psychological processes along the course 
of the disease. This review has summarised the spontaneous and 
induced NHP models of AD and their recent contributions to AD 
research. Spontaneous NHP models of AD exhibit wide-spread Aβ 
depositions, CAA, glial activation, and moderate cognitive decline 
at the elderly age, while NHP models of AD induced by ICV-Aβo, 
brain homogenates, FA, and ICV-STZ further present with AD-
resembling p-Tau, minor NFTs, and brain atrophy. The co-occur-
rence of all AD-associated pathologies and behavioural changes is 
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rarely observed in rodent models, but it is reported in several NHP 
studies due to the close phylogenetic relationship, similar AD-
associated genetics, similar neuroanatomy, physiology, neuronal 
functions, and high-order cognitive, emotional, and social behav-
iours between NHPs and human subjects. In the last two decades, 
NHP models of AD are increasingly involved in the development 
of novel PET tracers, Aβ vaccines, DMTs, and dietary modifica-
tions to aid in their translation into clinical trials involving human 
subjects, aiming at improving the diagnostic criteria, preventative 
strategies, and therapeutic treatments for AD. However, the inves-
tigations into the NHP models of AD are associated with some 
limitations. Compared with rodent models of AD, the use of NHP 
models of AD requires higher financial costs, greater genetic ma-
nipulation, smaller sample sizes, and more specialised researchers 
and facilities. There is still an absence of a standardised protocol 
to establish a broadly accepted NHP model of AD, which may 
increase the discrepancies across different studies. Based on the 
studies by Yue and Forny-Germano, the field should generate a 
guideline which recommends that certain inducers, dosages of in-
ducers, injection frequencies, and inoculation periods should be 
met to produce reliable NHP models of AD. A good study design 
that assesses a broad range of AD-associated pathologies and be-
haviour changes must be incorporated into NHP studies to enable 
peer researchers to comprehensively interpretate the effects of PET 
tracers, Aβ vaccines, DMTs, or lifestyle modifications. The estab-
lishment of a standardised NHP model of AD and the engagement 
of a comprehensive assessment of NHPs will greatly accelerate the 
translation from NHP discoveries into clinical trials involving hu-
man subjects, thus greatly speeding up the discoveries of biomark-
ers and DMTs for AD. 
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